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Why Intermountain Gas Industries 
looked to First Security 
to help conserve resources 
First Security Commercial Banlling Dil'isiOTl u'Orked u'ith Hfclxlrd Hokill and Skip ~O"'Ib<m of IlIlermo/mfaill Ga5 lndu.slrrcs to sm't' tlxmsallds 
of dollars ;'1 intentSl e.Tfi'e'ls('s. I.ejt /0 ri8bl: Lonnie Park, JUcbard Hoilill. Skip \forlooll. Mark L1iteras 
It started when Intermountain Gas Industries 
felt there might be an opportunity to reduce its 
interest expenses by c:xploring the possibili ties 
with another bank. 
The company challenged First Security to 
find the solution. 
Mark Lliteras of the Commercial Banking 
D ivision worked closely with Intermountain G:tS 
Industries, studying the corporation, its 
management, and its cash management needs. 
After careful analysis, Mark put rogcthcr a 
unique financing plan that resul ted in substantially 
lower interest costs. It was a plan no other bank 
had been willing to offer. 
Intermountain Gas Indusrries refinanced 
its loan with First Security and is First 
currently saving thousands of .:: _ .. 
dollars a year. ~ecur'.:y 
Bank 
Comm&rcoal Banlllng o,\fISiOO 
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Legislature boosts university budgets 
Citing the need to emphasize higher 
education's role in cwnomic development. 
the Idaho Legislature approved a heal!hy 
12.2 percent increase in funding over last 
year for the state's three universities and 
college. 
The Sto!.7 million appropriation left 
university presidents smiling al a time of 
year when they usually arc drawing up 
plans to make ends meet. 
·'Certainly. we are pleased with the \cvd 
of funding the Legislature: appro\'cd for 
thc !>y§tcffi of higher educalion. I,'s a sign 
of support that we haven', seen since Ihe 
I Percent Ini tiative ... il means \\c can 
address a number of extreme problems." 
said BSU President John Keiser. 
"The most important impact may be in 
morale ... for a faculty amI staff that 
haH gone without raises, the appropria-
tion is an indication that their work is ap-
preciated," hI! addl!d. 
When the State Board of Education 
divided the appropriation in lale April, 
Boise State received SJ4.1 million from 
state sources, a 10.3 percent increase from 
last year. 
The University of Idaho received SSO,I 
million. a 9.3 percent incr('ase; Idaho State 
received S30.2 million, up II,S percent; 
and Lewis-Clark recei\ed S6.3 mill ion , up 
10.5 percent. 
The budget, said Keiser, \\ ill allow BSU 
to address some special needs, such as 
reduce its dependency o n pan-time facu l· 
ty and replace outdated equipmem. 
Keiser. who has said BSU is underfund-
ed by at least S2 millio n in relation to other 
universities in the system. said the board's 
allocation did address some equity issues. 
The new appropriation contained a $2 
million research component that will be 
allocated by the state board in June. 
Another $1l00,00Q was put aside by the 
board to address special needs. 
Keiser said Boise State hopes to receive 
a portion of those two funds to improve 
sup port of the Sim plot / Micron 
Technology Center and research efforts, 
especially those that relate to economic 
development. 
"Boise State can provide importa01 
re~arch services to the state, especially in 
business and public affairs, With the 
market we sen'e, we feel like we can make 
an c,1(cellent case for improved research 
fund ing," he added. 0 
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;;iihl,'OhoC" "Yearol , from left to right: Jerry Evans, 
state superintendent of public Instruction ; Gov. Cecil Andrus: SSU President John Keiser; 
and Richard Hart , dean of BSU's College 01 Education . 
Selland selected as interim VP 
Dr, Larry Selland , dean of the School 
of Vocational Technical Education at 
Boise State Universi ty, has been named 
acting executi\'e .... ice president "hile the 
school reopens a national search 10 fi ll the 
position . 
The e"ceutin- vice president is respon-
sible for the administration of the 
academic and vocational Il-chnical pro-
grams at BSU. 
Selland replaces Dr . Richard Bull-
ington, who will fill the newly established 
position of vice president for information 
extension on July 1. The new vice 
presidency was established to direct BSU's 
growing programs in continuing educa-
tion, telecommunications, computer-
assisted instruction, and other 
technologie.~. 
A national search for Bullington's suc-
ce.~so r as exC'Cutive vice president was con-
dUCled during the winter. but the results 
were "i nconclusive," according to nsu 
President John Keiser. 
Four candidates were inter .... iewed 011 
cam pus, but "no consensus was reached 
as to the acceptability of any of the can-
didates," Keiser explained. 
Selland came to BSU last summer after 
sen'ing for nine years as state ad-
nunistrator for vocational technical educa-
tional programs. In 1983 he wa~ appointed 
by Go\". John E\'ans to administer the 
Idaho Commission for lhe Blind. 
"The univerSity is fortunate to han." a 
general adminbtrator on campus with the 
experience and record of sut'cess which 
Dr. Selland possesses," Keiser said. 
Selland will serve ull1il June 30, 
1988, 0 
About this issue 
In keeping with the Year of the Teacher 
theme al Boise State, this issue is devoted 
to the art of teaching and those who prac-
tice it. By dedicating a full issue to 
teachers, we hope to achieve two things. 
First, we hope to create morc public 
awareness and appreciation for teachers 
and the faith they have in the future. And 
;econd , we sim ply want to offer our 
/hanks for a job well done. C 
Three profs 
Britain bound 
Boise State University's Studies Abroad 
Program will have a definite English ac-
cent in 1987-88, with three professors 
selected to teach in England through the 
Northwest Interinstitutional Council on 
Study Abroad. 
Charles Odahl, history, and Max 
Pavesic, archaeology. have been ap-
pointed to direct and teach at the pro-
gram's new site in Bath. Their appoint-
ments followed the selection of BSU 
English professor Carol Martin, who will 
direct and teach at the London site dur-
ing the 1988 winter term. 
Odahl will teach three courses during 
the winter semester (January-March, 1988) 
while Pavesic will provide instruction dur-
ing the spring term (April-June, 1988) in 
Bath. 
Professors in the program tailor their 
courses to take advantage of their unique 
setting. Odahl will teach courses on 
Roman and Christian influences on 
England; Pavesic on British and Euro-
pean pre-history; and Martin on Victorian 
serial novels and the history of London 
theater. 0 
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TO FIT YOUR BUDGETI 
AN INTIMA lEo 
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surely dinner in 
CASSIDY'S $3900 
BAR E:. GRILlE. 
• Chocolates 
'Fre;hFlo_" $4900 
• Bubble bath 
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Geologists awarded NSF grant 
Boise State Unhersity geologists Claude 
Spinosa and Walter S. Snyder have reo 
ceived a SIOO,()(X) grant from the National 
Science Foundation for a tv.o-year study 
of Ihe geologic history of northeastern 
Nevada. Their research and related studies 
will not only include soutbern Idaho, but 
wkl! tbem to Hawaii and to China. 
The pair will explore Dry Mountain 
Trough in the mountainous area between 
Ely and Elko, Nev., and Twin Falls dur-
ing the next two summers and conduct 
laboratory investigations of rock and 
fos.~ il samples brought from there to BSU 
during: the academic year . 
" The study focuses on those rocks of 
Permian (270 million )ears ago) age that 
record an important episode of instability 
on the Earth's crust, " Snyder said. 
During thill time an uplift in tha I crust 
formed a mountain range bordering on 
what wa~ then the western cdge of call· 
tiocntal North America, he said. 
The forces required to deform the 
Earth's crust and produce uplifts and 
water basins are immense, Snyder said, 
noting that the study will provide insights 
about the basic nature of tbose forces. 
Sy foo.::using on Dry Mountain Trough, 
now in mountainous terrain because of 
later upheavals, the geologist s may 
discover more about the geologic hiS{Qry 
and economic potential of similar areas 
throughout the western United States, in-
d uding troughs in Utah, Death Vallcy, 
Calif., western Texas and New Mexico, 
Snyder said. 
It is even possible that the area may be 
a source of petroleum, Spinosa said, 
noting that both source rocks and reser-
voir rocks necessary for petroleum 
deposits are present there. 
Snyder and Spinosa will presen! the IIrS! 
paper related to the study in May to the 
Geological Society of America meeting in 
Hilo, Hawaii. That report results from 
Open Mon. - Thurs.ll-l0: 
fri. & Sat. - 11-11 
Sun. 10-10 
• 
.. -
Walter Snyder and Claude Spinosa 
preliminary research partially funded by 
the BSU Faculty Research Committee. 
Both geologists have had papers related 
to the NSF grant study accepted for the 
program of the Eleventh International 
Congress on Carboniferous Stratigraphy 
and Geology in Beij ing, China. in laIc 
August and early September. 
Four other persons will participate in 
the NSF project, indudillg a post·doctoral 
researcher anclthrec master 's degree can-
didates enrolled in the cooperative 
BSU/ ldaho State University master of 
science program in geo logy. 0 
Student fees increase 
Student fee increases at Boise State 
University for 1987·88 will IOtal $12 per 
semester, BSU President John H. Keiser 
has announced. 
The increases for full ·time -"tudents in-
clude an outdoor activity fee of $1; $9 for 
the health center; and an increase of $2 for 
music and marching band purposes. 
In addition. Keiser announced an in-
creaSe of 5 percent for room, board and 
food services on campus. 
The fee increases bring the total per 
semester for full·time resident students 10 
SS49, and fo r non-residenls to $1,499. The 
increases wilt not apply to parI-time stu· 
dent fees. IJ 
[mn MEXICAN CUISINE I 
15% Off Your Next Purchase 
5181 GLENWOOD· BOISE. 
GLENWOOD 
BSU on the beam with satellite uplink 
B
oise State has added satellite 
transmission to its growing box of 
technical tools that can deliver pro-
grams off campus. 
After State Board of Education ap-
proval in March, BSU is now in the pro-
cess of purchasing Idaho's first earth sta-
tion, a $578,000 collection of equipment 
that will connect the SimpiotiMicron 
Technology Center with a C-band satellite. 
With that, BSU can beam its programs 
literally to the world. 
The university already uses a dosed cir-
cuit microwave system to send educational 
programs to several receive sites in the 
Treasure Valley. 
With the addition of the uplink, any 
home, business, school, or other location 
with a satellite dish will be able to receive 
programs that originate on campus. 
The uplink is scheduled to begin opera-
tion this fall. Although precise programs 
have not been determined, Ben 
Hambelton, Technology Center director, 
suggested some possibilities: 
• Courses for secondary and elemen-
tary schools; 
• Video teleconferencing for industry; 
• Network feeds for local television sta-
tions and radio station KBSU; 
• Data communication for area cor-
porations, INEL, and government 
agencies; 
• Broadcast of special events, such as 
an international teleconference on 
birds of prey, a multiple-state celebra-
tion of state centennials in 1990, the 
Ore-Ida Classic bicycle ract", or 
athletic and entertainment events at 
BSU. 
The uplink now gives BSU a facility 
where programs can be produced and 
delivered to regional, national. or interna-
tional markets. 
The initial use, said Hambelton, will be 
educational. 
"More and more access to higher 
education will be electronic. We can either 
be recipients or participants," he said. 
"Higher education used to be a regional 
kind of business. With the advent of new 
technologies, that simply isn't true." 
Some states are using satellites to reach 
rural public schools with courses. The 
uplink now makes that possible in Idaho. 
"Idaho's per pupil spending for educa-
tion is a dismal statistic. But, perhaps it 
can be partially counteracted with this new 
system ... we can multiply the impact of 
the available dollars by spreading infor-
mation around the state more effectively." 
Hambelton explained. 
"Telecommunications will really im-
prove the ability of institutions to col-
laborate," whether it be for the delivery 
of courses to the Magic Valley or 
cooperative graduate programs such as 
geology or raptor biology, he said. 
The uplink's potential extends beyond 
education. Marketing research indicates 
wide acceptance from the state's business 
community, which could use the system 
for national teleconferences or to transmit 
data and information. 
"It helps make Idaho a more attractive 
environment for businesses to locate, for 
people to come and live," Hambelton 
said. 
The uplink could even be a factor in 
winning the Superconducting Super-
collider for Idaho, he added. Idaho does 
not have the university physics programs 
or super computers to process data for the 
project. And the INEL's remote location 
could be a drawback. 
But Hambelton said telecommunica-
tions can bridge all of these "so-called 
deficiencies." 
BSU, he added, will make a modest 
start in telecommunications this fall. 
BEST WISTERN 
VISTA INN 
""D 
AIRPORT 
MOTOR INN 
Let Us "PUT OUR BEST 
FOOT FORWARD 
FOR YOU" 
Features: 
• OllJITIPic Center· 
Indoor swimming pool. 
Jacuzzi, Sauna and 
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• £);ecutive Convention 
Center -State of the Art 
equipment 
• 136 rooms designed 
for your camfon. 
Phone: (208) 33&8100 
or 1-800-528-1234 
Located of! 01 1-84 by the Airpon 
"One thing we discovered when we 
looked at other universities' uplinks is that 
a lot of institutions got into financial trou-
ble early. 
"We're not going into the satellite 
system with well-developed, aggressive 
programming goals, but instead we'll let 
them develop from the university's needs, 
as well as the needs of the state's educa-
tional system and the private sector."·O 
TOM GRAINEY"S SPORTING PUB 
Open Monday thru Saturday 3 p.m. to 1 
a.m. Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 5:00 
p.m. to 6:30 p.m .. with 7501: drafts and $1.50 
well drinks. LiYe music Monday thru Satur-
day 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Boise's only 
known carpeted dance floor. 
109 S. SlrltI. Bol.. .... . 345-2505 
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Trail nominated for award 
Trail, a videotape series teaching the 
principles of ecology produced by Idaho 
Public Television, BSU and the Idaho 
Department of Fish and Game, has been 
nominated for a blue ribbon award at the 
29th annual American Film and Video 
Festival, which will be held in New York 
City this summer. 
The event is the major showcase for 
dramatic documentary and information 
programs available for sale. rent or lease 
in the non-theatrical film community. 
Films are selected from a pool of appro,;-
imately 1.400 with six to eight in each 
category. Trail was &elected in the category 
of math and sciences in the elementary 
area. The American Film and Video 
Festival will announce the winners on June 
22. 
Trail is for elementary and junior high 
students and introduces the patterns and 
laws of ecosystems and e,;amines the role 
of humans in preserving or changing those 
systems. The series consists of nine tapes 
that -discuss wildlife awareness and 
appreciation. 
Each school district in Idaho has re-
ceived copies of the series and permission 
to reproduce the tapes for distribution to 
its schools. The tapes are also distributed 
nationally through the Pacific Mountain 
Network. 
Boise actor. playwright, and public rela-
tions consultant Erv Johnson hosts the 
series. IPTV producer Peter Morrill pro-
duced and directed the series. and Royce 
Williams, who recently received the 
Outstanding Writer Award from the 
Outdoor Writers Association, was its 
producer-writer. Educational consultants 
included Thel Pearson and Phyllis 
Edmundson, BSU professors of teacher 
education; John Gahl, education coor-
dinator for the Department of Fish 
and Game; and Karen Underwood, con-
sultant in the Idaho Department of 
Education. D 
BSU wins math/science grant 
Boise Srate has been awarded an in-state 
competitive grant for the improvement of 
science and mathematics teaching under 
the federal Education for Economic 
Security Act. Helen Werner from the 
Idaho State Board of Education notified 
Kenneth Hill, chairman of the department 
of teacher education, that BSU will receive 
the grant for the second straight year . 
There are two categories in the grant. 
and the one for which BSU will be funded 
is for the development and dissemination 
of projects designed to improve student 
understanding and performance in mathe-
matics and science. 
With Hospitality & Personality 
FEATURING 
DEE ANDERSON 
& MARIAH 
IN VICTORS 
344-7971 
1025 So_ Capitol Blvd. 
(Across From B.5.U.) 
The project calls for four workshops at 
four different sites during the spring 
semester and one during the summer. At 
each workshop, participants will receive 
a "brown bag" containing a scientific or 
mathematical concept for students of 
middle school or senior high school age. 
Professors from BSU will also 
demonstrate with the same materials and 
lead discussions over their" use. 
Every idea presented at the workshops 
will be written up and presented in a 
bound book to all middle, junior highs, 
and high schools in the Boise State service 
region. D 
Edmundson 
named dean 
Eldon H. Edmundson Jr. has been 
named dean of the College of Health 
Science. 
Acting dean of the college since July 
1985, Edmundson has been chairman of 
the BSU Department of Community and 
Environmental Health since 1980. 
His appointment is the culmination of 
a nationwide search for applicants to fill 
the position after the retirement of former 
dean Victor H. Duke. 
Edmundson administers university 
departments of community and en-
vironmental health, medical records 
science, nursing, pre-professional studies, 
radiologic sciences and respiratory 
therapy, as well as programs in continu-
ing nursing education, critical care nurs-
ing, homemakerlhome health aide service 
and retired senior volunteers. 
The new dean has served as a consul-
tant for the city of Boise, the Idaho Board 
of Health, the Idaho Department of 
Health and Welfare, local health districts 
and various industries on public health 
management and planning, personnel 
management, air and water poll'Ition, 
hazardous material storage and disposal, 
and food sanitation. 
Edmundson received his Ph.D. in 
zoology with a public health emphasis 
from Washington State University and 
B.S. and M.S. degrees in fishery biology 
from the University of Idaho. 0 
Kenny visits China 
Mathematics professor Otis Kenny will 
travel to the People's Republic of China 
in May with a delegation of educators in 
computer science to study that country's 
current state of computer science 
education. 0 
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at 900 Boeing SL 
Sales OffIce 344-a655 
Parts & Supplies 345-!1561 
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S
tuck. for ..,ome frcsh 
summertime: reading 
SUggest iOIlS? Tired of 
those formula ·y,rlllen 
romanc('s and m)'slcrio? 
Since books are tools of the 
trade for faculty members, 
FOCUS asked a cross set:-
lion of OSU Icachers to list 
the three books they would 
most like their ~ludenlS 10 
read. The follo~ing is ..... hm 
they suggest, along with 
some of their comments. 
TM Bible led the list. 
with seven ~clcctions out of 
the 90 books chosen. The 
only othcr bOO\.:$ ~cleclcd 
morc than once ..... ere The 
Brolht'rs ;';aramIUO~' by 
DoSIOC\'~J..)'. The Republic 
by Plato. History of the 
PdopormC'si.1n War. by 
Thucydid~. and Man 's 
Search for Meatling by 
Viklor Frankl. 
The books ranSed from 
cOOlemporary 10 c1usical. 
Homer . VerXil, und Plato 
were r!!Commended along 
wilh Daniel RoorSlcin, Dee 
8ro"n. and James Herriot. 
Ernest Heming14ay was :I 
conspicuous no-show. So 
was any o ther author who 
li\ed or wrote in Idaho. 
And ~o were women .. 
less than 10 out of 90 
authors. 
Students will welcome the 
refreshing news that few 
texts were recommended. 
And no faculty member 
suggesled a book that he or 
she wrole. 
So, this summer ~url up 
with a few of tbese: 
Dr. Dar)'1 Jones, Dean, 
College of ArtS and 
Sciences 
• Thc Hearl of tile Matcer, 
Graham Greene 
• Walerland, Graham Swifl 
• The Ri~'er Why, Da\'id 
James Duncan 
"Three lesser known 
modem classics .... Each 
employs memorable lan-
guage. Each asks the big 
queslions. " 
Novel 
ide a s 
Dr. Bong Shin. Professor 
of Managem{'nt 
• The Holy Bible 
• TM TMory of" Moral 
Senlimetlls, Adam Smith 
• Organizations, March and 
Simon 
Dr. Alan Brinton, Professor 
of Philosophy 
• I.e-reer to his Father, 
Franz Kal1:a 
• Discourses of EpicldUS 
• The Elemc/Us of Style. 
Wi Ilium Strun k & E.B. 
White 
Dr. William Smith, Pro-
fessor of Physics 
• The Ascent of Man. 
Jacob Bronowski 
• Fearful Symmetry: Tht' 
Search for Beaury in 
Modern Physics, 
Anthony Zee 
• Tht' Cosmic Code, Heinz 
Pagels 
Dr. Richard Payne, Pro-
fessor of Economics 
• The Holy Bible 
• The Worldly Philosopher, 
Robert L. Heilbroner 
• Les Miserables. Victor 
Hugo 
Phil Atlakson, Assistant 
Professor of Theatre Ans 
• The Brother .. Karamazov, 
FyoJor Dostoevsky 
• The Holy Bibk 
• Thr: Itn'es tigation, Pr:tr:r 
Weis~ 
Dr. Harry Fritchman. Pro· 
fessor of Biology 
• A.rro"smith, Sinclair 
Lewis 
• Da\id Copperfield. 
Charles Dicken) 
• All Crealures Guat and 
Small. James Herriot 
Dr. Robert C. Sim.s , Oean, 
School of Social Scicm.:es & 
Public Affairs 
• Catcher In the Rye. J.D. 
Salin!!er 
• I Know Why the Cagoo 
Bird Sings. Maya 
Angelou 
• Habits "fthe Heart, 
Robert Rellah, el. al. 
Skip Hall , Head FOOlball 
Coach 
• The Holy Bible 
• ImprO\rjnB Your Serve, 
Charles Swondotl 
• The MurriIJge Buildr:r. 
Larry Crabb 
Dr. Carol Martin. Professor 
of English 
• Teu of lhl' d'Urlx-n'ifks, 
Thoma) Hardy 
• Mary 8;ITf<.Jn, Elizabeth 
Ga.s~~l1 
• Thl' Mill all lilt' Fluss. 
G(."Orge I::.liot 
Dr. John t.:ei~r. Pr<.')ident 
• The.' Republic. Plato 
• History of (h,' Pdoponne· 
sian War. rhucydid..-s 
• The Lont'some.' DoVe.', 
Larry i\1cMuTlrY 
"Each in its ~)\\n way ~ays 
important !hing.~ about 
leadership, nhlti\'atin~ pt"o-
pie. and 'pulitkal' pro-
gress. " 
Dr. John RO!x'r!son, 
Associate Professor of 
!-oreign Lan~uages 
• 17lf: An of LOling, Eric 
Fromm 
• Man's Seaf\.'h for Mean-
ing, V.ktor Frankl 
• The TrojllfJ War n·o,,', 
Happell. Jean Giraudoux 
Dr. Jim Maguire, Professor 
of English 
• The Fate of the Earth, 
Jonathan S\:hell 
• Repon (0 Gra:o, Nikos 
Kazantkis 
• Ad~'enturc, of 
Huckl.:berry htm, Mark 
Twain 
Tim Bro ..... n. Associate Pro-
fessor, Univerloity Librarian 
• The Four Lon~s. C .5. 
Lewis 
• Gabrida. Clo~e and Cin-
n<Jmon. Gorl!:c Amado 
• The Loom of History, 
Herbert J. Muller 
Dr. Monte Wilson , 
Professor of Gcology 
• Th~ SrrUCfurt· of Scien· 
rific Rel'olulions, 
Thomas Kuhn 
• Narure, Ralph Waldo 
Emerson 
• Th,' Wildemes~ World of 
John Muir, John Muir 
Fred Norman, Executive 
DireclOr, Morrison eenler 
• The Republic, Plato 
• Don Quixole, Miguel de 
Cervantes 
• Ulysses, James Joyce 
"These an' different , yet 
they talk about univer~al 
themes. ,. 
Dr. Judith French, 
Associate Professor of 
Teacher Education 
• The' Hurrie'd C/lild, David 
Elkind 
• What Did J Writc? Begin-
ning Writing &h.1Vior. 
Marie M. Clay 
• The First Thr~ Years of 
Ufe. Burton White 
Arnold Panitch, Associate 
Professor of %dal Wort.: 
• My Di.~mvery of 
America, Farley Mowat 
• Allimal Farm. George 
Orwell 
• Thc Canadians. Andrew 
W. Malcolm 
"For me, it's fun to read 
about America from those 
who don't lin here." 
Dr . Yozo Takeda, Professor 
of Mathematics 
• Teacher ill America, Jac-
que~ Barzun 
• Remembering Poets, 
Donald Hall 
• Discol'(~ring Modern Art. 
John P. Sedgwick Jr. 
Dr. Suzanne McCorkle, 
Associate Professor of 
Communication 
• Zen and (he Art of 
Motorcycle A1aintenallce, 
Robert Pirseg 
• ['telfing to Yes. William 
U'Y 
• The Moon is a HilT5h 
Mistres .... Roben Heinlein 
Dr. William Larhen, 
Associate Professor of 
Accounting 
• The Holy Bible 
• The Repllblic, Plato 
• Wealth of N&(iotls. Adam 
Smith 
Dr. Norma Sadler, Pro· 
fessor of Teacher Education 
• Go Down 1I'loses, William 
Faulkner 
• Ma.~ks. Fumiko Enchi 
• l'ofahabharata, (epic tale 
from India) 
"Three books that affirm 
the strength and spirit of 
men and women from a 
global perspective. " 
Dr. Hekn Lojck , Assistant 
Professor of English 
• Tile Holy Bible, (King 
James version) 
• Th(' Odyssey, Homer 
• Hamkt. William 
Shake~pcare 
Dr. Richard Hart, Dean. 
College of Education 
• A Tale of Two Cities, 
Charles Dickens 
• The S.1ber-Toolh Cur· 
riclilum, Harold 
Benjamin 
• The Greek Pa.~siotl, Nikos 
Kazantzakis 
Dr. JoAnn T. Vahey, 
Associate Dean, College of 
Health Science 
• Man's Search for Mean· 
ing, a revised and en· 
larged edition of From 
Dearh·Camp (0 Exi.~ten· 
ria/ism, Victor E. Frankl 
• AUI'enlUres of Ideas, 
Alfred North Whitehead 
• Tran.<;itions, Making 
&me of Life· ... Changes. 
William Bridges 
Dr. Charles Odahl. 
Professor of Hislory 
• The Republk', Plato 
• The Aeneid, Vergil 
• New Testament of (Ile Bi· 
ble. {Gospel of MaUhew. 
Book o f Acts, Romans, 
Book of Revelalionl 
Dr. Jeanne Belfy. Assistant 
Pro fessor of Music 
• Silence, John Cage 
• The MusiL.1i Ascent of 
Herman Being, Raben 
Danziger 
• Emotion and Meaning in 
lV/llsic. leonard B, Meyer 
"Silence is a book thai can 
change forever how they 
listen." 
Dr. Gregory Raymond, 
Professor of Political 
Science 
• Don Quixote, Miguel de 
Ccn'anres 
• Th(' Peloponnesiall W.ar, 
Thucydide.~ 
• The Brothers Karamazol', 
Fyodor Dostoevsky 
I-aith Peterson. Assislanr 
Professor of Nursing 
• Discoverers, Daniel 
BoorSlcin 
• Bury My Hearr ar 
lVOllndt-'Cl Knee. Dec 
Brown 
• Pionet:r Women, Joanna 
L. Stratton 
Dr. Lonnie Willis, Pro-
fessor of English 
• Walden, Hcnry Dayid 
Thoreau 
• 011 tile Dllty of Civil 
Disob.xJiencc, Thoreau 
• The Horse's Momh, 
Joyce Cary 
"All three define Ihe self in 
relalion 10 the s.ociety one 
lives in." 0 
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Does modern mean Western? 
By PCIt'[ M. Lichtenstein 
Fulbright Professor of Economic~' 
Nankai University 
Prior to 1978, Maoism ruled China. 
During lhis lime China was also closed to 
the WCSI. Western culture was banished 
because it was thought it would con -
taminate the development of socialism. 
There was no Western pop music, no 
dancing, no Weslern literalur¢ or film. 
Only dark colored conservative styles of 
dress were tolerated. Consumer goods 
Wefe scarce, and basic commodities were 
available only in stale stores. Western 
philosophy was also banned, especially 
political and e<:onomic philosophy. 
Things have changed dramatically since 
1978. Today. Western disco music can be 
heard everywhere, and colorful Western 
styles of dress haw replaced the drab styles 
of the Mao era. The door has even been 
opened to Shakespeare, Rambo and 
Spielberg. TV sets are now abundant, 
complete with Western-style commercials. 
Department stores are weI! stocked with 
refrigerators, washing machines, and 
other household appliances. 
In every city there are heavily crowded 
"free market" areas where merchants 
fret!y sell everything from blue jeans to 
firecrackers. There are also free markets 
for food where onc can buy fresh 
vegetables, fruits anJ meal. as well as 
grains, spices and fish of C"Very imaginable 
variety. 
There are many small privately owned 
restaur3ms, private tailors, cobblers, 
sidewalk bicycle repairmen. truckers and 
taxicab owners. All buy and sll'll in frll'C 
markets outside the controls of the state. 
Also since 1978 the agricultural com-
mune system has been disassembled and 
inJividual farmers are now given decision 
making responsibility. NC'w labor laws 
have been enacted, allowing managers of 
statC' enterprises to hire and fiTe workers. 
Western businC'sses arc now engaged in 
joint ventures all across China, and 
foreign capital and technology are actively 
sought. 
Additional financial reforms are 
plaoncd thal would gram !Oany enterprises 
considerable autonomy, giving them more 
rl'sponsibility for their own sales. A new 
bankruptcy law now makes it possible to 
shut down poorly managed firms. Stock 
markets have been established. And 
amhorilles have even been heard e:uoUing 
the virtues of competition and the free 
mar},;et system. 
Western economics is now in vogue. In 
fact. my own graduatll' micro and macro 
('conomics course~ are part of the core in 
the college of economics master's 
curriculum. 
Because of these reforms. China has ex-
perienced a doubling in its real wealth in 
less than a decade. The Chinese call it 
"socialist modernization." What do these 
changes really mean? 
The first obstacle is Ihe extreme volatil-
ity of the present political situation. The 
progress of reform in China occurs by fits 
and starts, and every push toward reform 
and liberalization Iriggen a conservative 
backlash. 
When I arrived in China last August. J 
was convinced that the road to reform was 
straight and narrow. I .... ·as assured by 
speeches given by my hosts at innumerable 
banquets Ihat China was committed 100 
pC"Tcaltto reform and to the "open door" 
policy. 
But while they spokll'. China's leader-
ship was already embroiled in a conflict 
bctwetn the liberal rll'formcrs and the con-
servatives who opposed reform. And just 
recently General Secretary of the Com-
munist Party Hu Yaobang was ousted 
from office for being' ;soft on bourgeoisie 
liberalism" and for allegedly violating the 
four principles of socialism. Hu was 
replaced by Zhao Ziyang, who now 
occupies the dual role of general secretary 
and premier. 
Hu was a Slrong proponent of reform, 
and his ouster marks another turning 
point in China's dcve\opmenL The change 
in leadership dOt's not augur well for con-
tinued libera li l<ltion. last month's 
A~iawt't"k warned that "Maoist winds are 
howling with vengeance." Although this 
is an exaggeration, it does seem that the 
conservatives have succeeded in slowing 
down the rapid pace of reform for a while. 
and in making peopte more cautious. The 
student demonstrations this wimer and the 
recent signs of economic malaise have 
thrown add~ weight behind the conser-
vatives' position. 
I think the reat issue behind these 
struggles is whether or not mod«nization 
requires Westernization. Tht' liberal re-
formers believe that the two can be kept 
separate, that China can open the door to 
the West, usc Western methods and ideas, 
without becoming Westernized. The con-
servati~'es bclieve otherwise. There is 110 
solution to this problem, and China's pen-
dulum will continue 10 swing back and 
forth. 
The second obstae\e to achieving thc 
goal of a rationally ordered. modernized 
socialist system is Chinese society itself. 
Chinese civilization is thousands of years 
old, and there seems to be a way of life 
here that has remained relatively stable for 
most of this time. 
China is a society in which the family 
and personal affairs come firM. Anyone 
with the power to do so will assign jobs 
to family members instead of to more pro-
ductive strangers. There is a complicated, 
subtle system of guangxi, or mutua! 
obligation in which "favors" are 
systematically given and received; to get 
anything done you must have built up 
enough guangxi and enough "back door" 
connections. 
There is also an undercnrrent of suspi-
cion of anything foreign, perhaps becanse 
foreign ways of doing things threaten to 
upset the elaborate network of informal 
connections which people have built up. 
Chinese afe also very formal and in-
direct, and it takes a considerable personal 
investment before a bond of friendship 
can be established. This makes business 
dealings with the Chinese more complex 
and lime consuming, as many American 
business people have discovered. 
Add to this the thousand-year-old tradi-
lion of bureaucracy and you have a society 
that seems unlikely to develop into a 
highly efficient, dynamic, dazzling, free-
wheeling world of either capitalism or 
socialism. 
I have heard many ~oplc say that they 
are evidence of the coming of capitalism 
to China. But Ihis couldn't be further 
from the truth. 
Capitalism requires more than just free 
markets. It also requires that all or most 
of the means of production be privately 
owned. This is hardly the case now, nor 
will it ever be the case. The free market 
sector accounts for only a small pOTtion 
of the IOtal economic activity, and the 
Communist Pany still has a firm grip on 
everything that goes on here. 
The reforms that have taken place arc 
intended to establish what the Chinese can 
"socialist commodity production." This 
means that marketplace institutions would 
be used only 10 reduce the burden of cen-
trat planning. There is absolutely no in-
tenlion of giving up either planning or the 
"four principles of socialism" (adherence 
t(l the socialist road , people's democratic 
dictatorship. leadership of Ihc Communist 
Party, and Marxism-Leninism-Maoism). 
The kind of economy the reformers 
have in mind. would be flexible and 
capable of nimbly respon<-ling to market 
signa ls. Planners would have precise and 
up-to-date informati on, and would make 
their calculations on the basis of the true 
costs of production rather than on 
political expediency. 
Politically, an economy such as this re-
quires a shift in power from the party 
cadres who now control the stale en-
terprises to professional managers. It also 
requires a spirit of accumulation and an 
enthusiasm for personal gain. Without 
these there would be little motivation to 
work or save. 
What the reformers in China want, 
therefore, is an efficient. rationally 
ordered socialist mixed economy. Ho ..... 
possible is this? At least t ..... o obstacles 
stand in the way. 0 
Pt'ler- LichlenSlein is a Fulbright pro-
ressor leaching economics at Nankai 
Uninrsily in China. His impressions of 
the country and its pt'.ople l'rill ~ a 
regular ft'sture in Ihe next tbree issues 
of FOCUS. 
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BSU helps Idaho in bid to land collider 
By Bob Evancho 
I
n its bid to capture the most expen-
sive federal science project ever pro-
posed, Idaho has received a "super" 
assist from Boise State. Tne object of 
the state's rapt attention is the $4-7 billion 
atom smasher, or nuclear particle ac-
celerator, known as the Superconducting 
Supercollider (SSe). And like any good 
state institution, BSU is doing its part to 
help Idaho in its bid to land the project. 
In addition to several members of the 
BSU faculty who are helping the state in 
various capacities, a group of students 
from the university's award-winning Con-
struction Management Association 
chapter are assisting the Governor's Task 
Force on the SSe. The students, directed 
by M.e. "Marv" Gabert, associate pro-
fessor of construction management and 
the chapter's adviser, are researching cost 
and scheduling estimates as part of the 
task force's proposal to the federal 
government. 
The task force's goal is to have the 
Idaho National Engineering Laboratory 
(INEL) in southeast Idaho selected as the 
site of the SSe. Proposals must be sub-
mitted to the Department of Energy by 
Aug. 3. 
"The proposal consists of a lot of ques-
tions the proposers must answer, and our 
job is to address two of those questions: 
construction cost and construction 
scheduling. In other words, we will write 
two of the chapters of the proposal," 
Gabert said. "Our job is to show we can 
build this collider in Idaho at a less expen-
sive construction cost than anywhere 
else. " 
To do this, Gabert explained, his group 
will try to come up with a more cost-
effeetive figure than the conceptual ex-
pense of $4.2 billion that was submitted 
by the SSC Central Design Group, a 
science and engineering team out of 
Berkeley, Calif., that was hired by the 
federal government to determine the 
feasibility of the SSe. 
There are several factors, Gabert 
pointed out, that are on Idaho's side. One 
is that the DOE already owns the 
894-square-mile INEL site that could easi-
ly accommodate the SSC's racetrack-
shaped tunnel, which is about 52 miles in 
circumference and 10 feet in cross-section 
diameter. Each state must be prepared to 
provide 16,000 acres of land for the super-
collider at no cost to the federal govern-
ment. 
Another advantage Idaho plans to push 
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in its proposal is the relative flatness oj the 
INEL site west of Idaho Falls. "We could 
dig a trench, put a precast concrete sec-
tion down into the trench and cover it 
back up again when building the collider," 
Gabert said. "The reason we can do that 
is because we only need to go about 20 feet 
deep. The other sites we've seen, like 
Texas and Illinois, need to go about 200 
to 300 feet deep with a tunnel boring 
machine to get into a solid strata of rock. 
We believe it will be substantially more ex-
pensive for them." 
Speaking of saving money, that's cer-
tainly what Gabert's group has done for 
the state. "With our 15 students, we have 
seen a total of about 3,500 volunteer man 
hours put into this project," Gabert 
noted. "If you put a SIO-an-hour price tag 
on that, that's $35,000. In addition, we 
have received contributions from the 
Idaho branch of the Associated General 
Contractors, which helped us purchase our 
computer. If you tally everything up, it 
comes up to about $60,000 in contribu-
tions between the students and what we 
got from the industry to help us with our 
jobs. " 
Gabert said states that hire professional 
advisers for the same research being con-
ducted by his group could be paying three 
to five times more than his $60,000 
estimate. According to an article in The 
Chronicle of Higher Education, at least a 
dozen states are gearing up to spend 
millions of dollars for various services 
necessary for a successful bid. All told, it's 
estimated that Idaho will spend 
somewhere between $400,000 and 
$750,000. 
The chapter's contribution to the task force project has been a challenge, but 
considering the students' past successes, 
major accomplishments are nothing new. 
Gabert's group consists of members of 
the CMA chapter that was judged the best 
in the country for the academic year 
1985-86. The annual competition is spon-
sored by the Associated General Con-
tractors of America and more than 100 
colleges and universities enter the competi-
tion. An impressive fact is that BSU's 
AGC chapter has approximately 35 
members while some competing chapters 
have as many as 400 engineering and con-
struction management students. 0 
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Why 
I 
Teach 
By Charles Guilford 
Department of English 
s a child. I n("Vcr dreamed of being a teacher. I never even 
A specu,ated thai I might become onc. That's DOl to say I had any aversion to such a career, just thai compared 
10 playing professional baseball, writing best-sclling novels, 
or even working al the corner gas station, teaching didn't look 
very allractivc. 
I mean, did you ever see kids collect bubble gum cards with 
pictures of leachers on them'? Would Mrs. Briggs, my long suf-
fering geometry leacher, ever see her lesson on the Pythagorean 
theorem made into a major mOilon piCll.ITC slarring Natalie 
WOOIJ and Kirk Douglas? Whalleachcr could insta11 dum quads 
and a three-quaner cam in a '57 Chevy, then open the soft 
drink machine and pass out free root beers and orange sodas 
to a gawking crowd of IS-year-old boys? 
Mike Anderson could do that, but he wasn't a teacher. He 
was a mechanic. Bruce Springsteen would have written a song 
about Mike if he'd seen him grab rubber in second as he 
squealed out of the Maverick Drive-In onto Woodward 
Avenue, vanishing into a cloud of thin blue smoke. leaving 
behind only the faint smell of burnt rubber. 
Springsteen claims to have learned more from a three-minute 
record than he ever learned in school. 1 think I know what 
he means. Certainly, at 16, 1 would have said that 1 learned 
more from Woodward Avenue than 1 ever learned from a 
teacher. 
Photo by Chuck Scheer 
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TEACHERS ON TEACHING 
In the world of Woodward Avenue, 
teachers did not exist. They had their own 
world - the world of school, a kind of 
self-contained, separate reality. Though I 
understood even then that teachers left 
school at the end of the day and went 
home like other people, some to wives or 
husbands, others, even more remarkably. 
to children, I almost never saw my 
teachers "off the grounds." 
If I did bump into a teacher at Quar-
tan Market or the Dairy Queen, I would 
immediately revert to my school behavior 
- no more laughing or talking, watch the 
grammar, try to look interested but avoid 
all eye contact. Once the encounter was 
over, I felt like a cloud had passed. My 
mood grew warm and light. I might peel 
the paper from a fresh toothpick, slip that 
sharp wooden stick between my lips, and 
savor its minty taste as I shredded the 
pointy tip between my incisors. 
Teachers liked toothpicks even less than they liked chewing gum or short 
pants. Chewing gum was linked to tooth 
decay and other unspecified evils. Shorts 
took students' minds off their studies and 
focused them on the human anatomy. 
Toothpicks, I supposed, were considered 
dangerous. "That thing could put some-
one's eye out! Suppose you fell down with 
it in your mouth. It could go right through 
your tongue. You'd better leave it with 
me. I'll keep it here in my de_sk with my 
collection of combs, nail files and Juicy 
Fruit." Relishing my freedom, I'd hum a 
few bars of my favorite Chuck Berry song. 
Back in the classroom, open the books. 
Even the teacher don't know how mean 
she looks. 
What I loved more than anything else 
about those lines, even more than their rid-
dling irony, was their bold and beautiful 
ungrammaticality. They were so un-
school, so gloriously superior to the whole 
drab institution. Chuck Berry reminded 
me of Huck Finn. I liked their attitudes. 
I learned about Chuck Berry from 
Robin Seymour, a disc jockey on WKMH 
in Detroit. I learned about Huck Funn 
from Mrs. Kinnison. Mrs. Kinnison liked 
Huck, too. I could tell, and that sort of 
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puzzled me, what with Huck being like he 
was, somewhat less than a model student. 
Mrs. Kinnison was supposed to like Tom 
Sawyer's well-behaved brother, Sid. In 
spite of that, Huck and Jim and I headed 
down the Mississippi along with Mrs. Kin-
nison and about 20 other kids. 
Together, we slit the throat of a pig and 
spread its blood around Pap's cabin. We 
entered the big frame house that floated 
down the river, the one with the 
mysterious body that spooked Jim so. We 
listened as Jim told about how he hit his 
daughter 'Lizabeth one time for not shut-
ting the door, and then realized she had 
just gone deaf. 
"It's because I see this 
same hunger in so 
many of my students 
that I want to offer 
them my help and 
support. Being a 
university professor 
permits me to do these 
things which I enjoy 
immensely. " 
Mrs. Kinnison had a way of making it 
seem like we were right there in the novel, 
trying to figure out what made the 
characters act the way they did. Why did 
Huck treat Jim like a child when Jim was 
the adult? Was this a sign of prejudice? 
How could that be? Weren't Huck and 
Jim friends? 
This might lead to a discussion of con-
scious and unconscious racism and a 
debate on whether racial tension could be 
a good thing if it eventually led to increas-
ed awareness of social injustice. Such 
debates were spirited, sometimes intense-
ly emotional, and feeling my adrenalin 
flow, I joined in eagerly. often taking a 
stand less on the basis of personal convic-
tion than on the chance ofteasing out new 
thoughts and further discussion. "How," 
I might wonder aloud, "can anyone in this 
room even claim to like Huck at all? He's 
a liar. a hypocrite. a coward and a social 
misfit. He's not even very smart. Yet 
everyone talks about him like he was the 
all-American boy. Heck, Mrs. Kinnison 
would have kicked him out of class the 
first week." Of course I didn't believe that 
last part. Mrs. Kinnison was no mean 
teacher. 
"Well, Huck," I imagine her saying, 
"if you think getting civilized means hav-
ing your spirit broken and becoming a 
mindless conformist. you're sadly 
mistaken. Quite the contrary, it was the 
Persians, whom the Greeks called 'Bar-
barians,' who were the prisoners of their 
own fear and ignorance. But in Athens, 
individuality flourished. Study Aristo-
phanes, Huck. Read Plato." 
"This Socrates guy," Huck might say 
a week later, "Tom says they killed him 
just fer speakin' his mind. Now if that 
ain't the civilized way!" Huck would think 
he had scored a point, but Mrs. K. would 
know she had him hooked. 
Certainly I was hooked, and not just on Huckleberry Finn or Mrs. Kin-
nison. I still wanted to write books, but 
not just best·sellers. I wanted to write like 
Mark Twain or Charles Dickens or Albert 
Camus or J. D. Salinger. My books would 
change people's lives, shape the future of 
the planet. People would get lost in them 
for weeks at a time and emerge wiser, 
stronger, more fulfilled. I also wanted to 
read ... something. I wasn't sure what. 
I needed guidance and direction -
teachers, more than high school could of-
fer. And I needed people to discuss and 
debate with - other students, college 
students and then graduate students. 
I still need these things, which explains 
why I'm still in school after almost 40 
years. Now, though, after years as a stu-
dent, I walk to the front of the room, step 
behind the lectern and sort through my 
notes, watching a last few reluctant 
learners claim seats in the room's remotest 
corners. 
I've obviously become a teacher, but 
this becoming seems to have happened 
gradually and almost unconsciously as I 
moved from student to teaching assistanl 
10 full-time faculty member. Even now, I 
find myself eagerly shifting roles as I ask 
my students to explain how their writing 
influences their thinking or to teach me 
what Wordsworth means in "Tintern Ab-
bey" when he speaks of "something far 
more deeply interfused/Whose dwelling is 
the light of setting suns." More deeply in-
teTfnsed than what? - I want to know. 
It's bt'Caust' I realize morc and more 
how much I still have to learn, even in 
areas that are my specialties. that I want 
to continue asking and answering ques-
tions. And it's because 1 sec this same 
hunger in so many of my students that I 
want to offer them my help and support. 
Deing a university professor permits me 10 It' I b t· fl· 
dOlhmIhiog,whioh1 <ojoyimm,o"ly S a ce e ra Ion 0 earnIng 
and which I believe to be worthwhile. I no 
longer have hopes of seeing my picture 
on a bubble gum card, and my achieve-
ments with automobile engines over Ihe 
years have consisted mostly of routine 
maintenance. 
Though I do still write - poetry, essays, 
fiction - my dreams of fame have been 
tempered by a sobering recognition of 
what I can reasonably hope to accomplish. 
Yet each year I find growing satisfaction 
in teaching, in the thought Ihal I may be 
as helpful to my students as Mrs. Kinnison 
and so many others have been to me. 0 
Phyllis Edmllndmn 
Department of Teacher Edllcation 
B y the time the alarm goes off, I've been awake for over an hour, an-
ticipating the beginning of this new school 
year. September is the time for newness 
- clothes, shoes, empty notehooks, clear 
pink erasers, and pointed, unbroken 
crayons. Some people cdebrate New 
Year's Day in January, but those of us 
whose lives revolve around the school 
calendar know better. 
Even though the natural world is clos-
ing up shop for the winter, the first day 
of school brings a new start and 1 ap-
proach it full of resolutions to make this 
year better than la~t. Like resolutions of 
the January variety, some of my 
September good intentions are short-lived 
and some have mixed results, but each 
year I make them, and in the making, 
change becomes possible. 
The year of my mid-life crisis when I left 
teaching for a job in the "real world" 
(which turned out to be no more or less 
real than the world of education) was the 
first time since I was 6 years old that J 
didn't start back to school in September. 
No new clothes, no pink erasers, and no 
sense of a new beginning. In this new job, 
interesting and challenging though it was, 
there were few beginnings and endings, 
and much that just went on and on. I teach 
because the rhythms of the school year 
stimulate growth and promote continuous 
renewal. 
Every fall on the night before school 
starts, I have the same dream-I've lost 
my books, I can't nnd my classroom, peo-
ple are looking all over for me, I can't get 
into the building, and then I look down 
and discover that I am still in my 
nightgown, or worse yet, I'm not wearing 
clothes at aU! Anticipation mixes with anx-
iety and the brain sends back in dreams 
my sense of danger and risk, warning me 
that teaching and learning carry a price. 
The first few days of class, students and 
teachers walk on eggs, trying to come to 
know these people with whom we will 
share the New Year. I grow discouraged 
and begin to despair at our isolation- I 
hate the holding back, the resistance, the 
feeling of impersonality and distance. 
And then one day, early on if we are 
lucky, the magic of learning begins to 
work on us. As we share excitemenl and 
accomplishment, we move from suspicion 
and guardedness to trust and vulnerabili-
ty. We risk together: grappling with ideas, 
seeking solutions to new problems, strug-
gling to build bridges between our e:'(-
periences and the subject, moving beyond 
our comfort zones. Acknowledging and 
going beyond my limits, I learn and in the 
learning know that this, too. is why I 
teach. 
I didn't always understand the bond 
that must exist between teacher and stu-
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dent. One day as I was writing an exam 
for a class of sixth graders. I found myself 
searching for things to ask that the 
students wouldn't likely know or 
remember. I pulled myself up shon. 
shocked to set' that I had become an adver· 
sary instead of an advocate for learning. 
My work as a teacher is nOI 10 look for 
what students don't know so I can 
penalize them, but to post' questions, pre-
scm situations that invite them to explore. 
and call on them to use what they have 
learned. I'm in charge of celebrating learn· 
ing, and this is why I teach. 
After a year away, I chose to return \0 
teaching, grateful for the experience with 
a new certainty Ihallcaching is an integral 
part of who I am. r rejOined a personal 
chain of teachers that stretches from a first 
grade teacher who helped me: unlock the 
mystery of print (and spanked me for talk-
ing too much, which probably explaim 
why I have forgotten her name) to Irene 
Tolmie who shared her love of literature 
and showed her respect for adolescents by 
listening to us. to Ace Chat burn, who 
modeled scholarship and consummate 
professionalism, to my beloved colleague. 
Pat Bieter, who teaches with passion and 
humor. and who proudly lives out a com-
mitment to leaching and learning as his 
true vocalion. 
My chain expands at this point to form 
a web of former students who haVe 
become fellow teachers, inle!"Yo'oven ~' ith 
valued colleagues and mentors. all of them 
leaving me richer for having known and 
learned from them. And finally, I teach 
to help pass along the wonder of learning 
and to continue to share in the continuous 
renewal that education brings to learner 
and teacher. 0 
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The answer is simpJe-BSU 
By Charles L Skora 
[kpanment of Economics 
The fa<.1 is I almost quilleaching a few years ago. I had been working at a 
research university where little else mat-
tered except for one's publication record 
and offices held in national professional 
organizations. Such a focus and the par-
ticular management style at that universi-
ty led to a pressure·cooker environment 
where concern about Qualit)' teaching and 
student development were seen as serious 
liabilities for a faculty member. 
Of course this led to some abominable 
teaching, but, ironically, it led to 
abominable research al~o. It led to super-
ficial articles on trendy but trivial topics. 
It also led to faculty members working 
alone (since co-authored articles were 
thought to ~how an inability to stand on 
one's own) and a view of fellow faculty 
members as competitors rather than 
colleagues. 
In such an atmosphcre, the ideals that 
give teaching and scholarly activity pur-
pose gel trampled in the race for institu-
tiona I and personal recognition. 
So when my wife's parents' illness and 
age forced us to return 10 Boise and a 
quicl:: job search turned up only an offer 
to reach I1t a uniwrsil),,1 was quile disap-
pointed. BUI I found, 10 my surprise am.I 
delight, thai teaching at BSU was nolhing 
like slaving at the other institution. I 
found that here I could be a teacher and 
a scholar in a sensc far more meaningful 
to me than at other places I had taught. 
So the answer to the Question "Why Do 
I Teach?" is BSU. For some reason, in 
spite of a spartan budget and frcQuent 
hold backs of even the minimal funds the 
university does receive, there exists a clear 
consensus about why we are here - to 
serve the students and the wider Idaho 
public - and how we should go about 
achieving that goal - by working 
together, 
Around here I nOI only find that col-
leagues are really colkgiaJ but that virtual-
ly every university employee is anxious to 
playa pan in helping Ihis institution serve 
the public. When I call the registrar's of-
riee for help with a student trapped in 
what appears to be an endless quagmire 
of red tape, someone answers who is 
cheerful about spending the time it takes 
to help me straighten everything out. 
When I need hel p getting a comput er job 
to run, or finding a document in the 
library, I gel a similar response. 
I have always enjoyed the challenge of 
working with st udents, helping them ap-
preciate the insights one can derive by tak-
ing a systemati c and scholarly approach 
to solving prohlems. I have also enjoyed 
the intellect ual cha llenge of keeping 
abreast of my field. At BSU I fi nd an at-
mosphere that encourages me and rewards 
me for doing JUSt that. 0 
"You take students 
places they may have 
been a hundred times 
before, bur they will 
see things and become 
aware of things they 
have never noticed." 
f 
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Each of my students • • IS umque 
Marda WickloM-'- Howard 
Professor of BioioBY 
I don't teach a panicular subj~t - I teach people. For me, leaching involves 
two important facto rs: working with 
people and sharing my excitement about 
biology wi th others. The satisfaction 
comes not from simply transmitting facts, 
but from trying to show stndents hawaII 
the facts hook together and how they 
relate to other things. 
One can know how to "make shoes," 
but the satisfaction comes from teaching 
the "shoe-tying process" - teaching 
students how to use the information. In 
biology, making students more a ..... are of 
themselves. the natural ..... orld around 
them. and thei r place in that ..... orld is ex-
citing. It is a great personal reward to see 
the lights go on in someone's eyes when 
they discover. for CJ!.ample. why their 
bodies require oxygen and the dependence 
we have on plants for that oxygen, or what 
chromosomes are and the remarkable way 
theyexen control to make us what we are. 
And then. the extra re ..... ard comes in 
seeing that students ..... ant 10 learn how to 
"make shoes. , . 
My career began because of my interest 
in mycology and my fascination with 
microscopic molds. I didn't start out to be 
a teacher. The research laboratory and my 
work with fungi remain a critical part of 
my professional life, and, in turn, I have 
found it also provides one of the most 
stimulating teaching environments. 
For example, designing a resea rch pro-
ject on molds and their role in decomposi-
tion, with all the comple.'li tics involved in 
preparation, methodology. data collec-
tion, and analyses, provides an experience 
for Slmlcnts very different from that ..... hich 
they will get in a more structured 
classroom setting. Research allows you to 
get involved with students in such a way 
thai yOIl can closely witness their in-
dividual growth. 
One of the great things about teaching 
biology is being able to use fi eld trips and 
excursions a.~ a part of the course. YOII 
take students up 10 the mountains. or OUI 
to the desert, or just on a walk along th e 
river - places they may have been a hun-
dred times before, butl hey wi11 see things 
and become aware of things they have 
never noticed. 
Even a two-hour walk around campus 
can open up st udents' eyes to a whole new 
world of trees, shrubs, birds. in5e'CIS, 
mammals - and to an awareness of the 
interactions between th~m . Later . as they 
walk between classes, they will often be 
unable to pass the cottonwood trees 
without checking for the ants and aphids. 
or to look at fl owers without wondering 
about the insect pollinator. 
Even if I teach the same courses year 
after year. they never seem the same, in 
part because the subject maHer changes 
and needs updating, but mostly b~ause 
the .~tudent s are always new. Each st udent 
is a unique indillidual, and each class 
group has a personality all its own. 0 
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Today's Teachers: 
Losers or Leaders? 
By Bob Evancho 
"He who can, docs. He 
who cannot. teaches, to 
in part, on lax require-
-George Bernard Shaw 
"Dear fl,lary: 
O(){)dbye!" 
Do America's teachers 
deserve the verbal beating 
they have received? Are they 
ments by the nation's 
teacher preparation pro-
grams, According to cri-
tics, many ineffectual 
teachers: received their 
diplomas in the early '60s 
when a rise in public school 
enrollment put pressure on 
the colleges of education to 
train thousands of in-
structors quickly. The 
boom: also prompted some 
states to cutify new 
teachers who were not ade-
quately prepared. 
-Idaho House Speaker 
Tom Stivers' reply last year 
to Boise teacher Mary 
Wippel, who said she was 
leaving Idaho because of 
low pay and inadequate 
doing an inadequate job as 
some critics claim? Or has the 
unfavorable publicity been un-
fair? And what is being done 
education funding. 
A
lthough Shaw's 
hackneyed maxim 
and Stivers' con· 
troversial retort were writ· 
ten more than 80 years 
apart, both comments 
to quiet the critics? Two of 
Boise State's College of 
Education leaders give their 
answers. 
Articles in the popular 
preSS have castigated the 
teaching profession and 
colleges of education, 
plainJy demonstrate the 
derisive attitude some of society has toward teachers.. 
Whether this way of thinking is justified or not, tbe 
teacher. in the eyes of some, is a s«:ond-class citizen among 
American professionals. The reasons are numerous, com· 
plicated and interrelated. but the basic dilltootent with 
teachers u this: Critics claim many ate doing an inadequate 
job, 
Factors such as curricula change~. insufficient funding, 
classroom unrulhlesS and competition for students' interest 
from television and other outside influences are blamed for 
causing inept performances or the departure of competent 
instructors, 
For the same reasons, reports say, many of America's 
brightest college students have shu[~ned teaching careers. 
That. in turn. critics claim. has allowed an influx of lower 
achievers among prospective teachers. 
These developments have led to an increase in the hostile 
criticism leveled at the teaching profession's supplier-
America's colleges of education. Detractors blame what they 
call an abundance ofunquallrted and incompetent teacllers. 
asserting a surfeit of defi-
ciencies and failures, while 
several commissions have been appointed to probe the issues 
surrounding this growing roncern. 
One such task force. The National Commission on Ex-
cellence in Education. which in 1933 wroteA Nation at Risk: 
The Imperative lor EduClItional Reform. was particularly 
harsh in its as:seS$ment of American education, Some 
excerpts: 
"We have. in effect. been committing: an act of un-
thinking, unilateral educational disatntantent. . . . 
The educational foundations of our society are presently 
being eroded by a rising tide of mediO(rity that threatens 
our very future as a nation at'Jd a people .... Our society 
and its educational institutions seem to have lost sight of 
the basic purpose of schooling, and of the high expectations 
at'Jd disciplined effort needoo to attain them .... In some 
colleges maintaining eruollments is of greater day-to-day 
concern than maintaining rigorous academic standards. And 
the ideal of academic excellence as the primary goal of 
schooling seems to be fading across the board in American 
education. " 
Add this bad press to budget tight-
ening by unresponsive legislatures in 
many states (including Idaho in recenl 
years), and throw in low pay, poor 
benefits, inadequate material, and 
overcrowded classrooms and ii's no 
wonder the education business must 
sometimes feel like the nation's favorite 
whipping boy. Such is the teaching 
game these days. 
H
ow do teachers feel about all the 
abuse that has been heaped on 
them? Perhaps Elizabeth 
Hunter, a professor of education at 
Hunter College of the City University 
of New York. described it best. "The 
critics have been at it for a long time 
now," she wrote in an article for Phi 
Delta Kappan magazine. "Whether 
they speak from an intellectual, a 
humanistic, or a back-to-basies stance, 
since the 19405, when I entered the 
field, they have been saYlng that educa-
tion is just no damn good .. _ . , have 
s~nt my enlire professional life under 
attack. How many professionals in 
other fields have to don their emotional 
armor before reading the latest news in 
the morning paper?" 
Do teachers deserve this verbal 
beaLing? And what is being done to halt 
the abuse? According to Boise State 
University College of Education 
leaders, the answers are a qualified 
"no" a nd a resounding "plenty." 
Richard Han, de<ln of BSU's College 
of Education, acknowledges the need 
for conti nued development in the na-
tion's teacher preparation programs. 
"But that doesn't mean that I'm willing 
to say we've done a bad job." he 
stated. "In fact, I think we've done a 
heck of a joh educating teachers and 
upgrading the requirements." 
Although he considers A Nation al 
Risk "grossly overstated," Hart 
believes the study's lOne has actually 
hel~d the teaching profession. "It 
focused the attention o~ the nation on 
education to an extent that I've never 
witnessed in my lifelime, and for that 
I'm grateful," he said. "As a resull of 
that report, we've seen a plethora of 
reports. some of which have resulted in 
positive action. 
"I agree with the [commission's] 
observation that certain things need to 
be done. And I cenainly agree that 
anything we can do to strengthen our 
profession through strengthening the 
teacher education programs is a plus. 
but that doesn't mean we ..... eren·t doing 
a Quality job before." 
Ken Hill, chairman of BSU's teacher 
education department, concedes there's 
some validity to the aspersions cast on 
the {eaching profession, but like Hart. 
he believes the culpability shouldn't be 
shouldered entirely by the nation's col-
leges of education. "I'm not saying we 
aren', partially to blame. but there are 
so many factors that we don't con-
trol," Hill responded. '" do, however. 
believe that whenever we receive un-
America'S leachers are perceived dil-
lerenlly by various segments of society. 
Some regard educators as saints, others 
as sinners. 
Pho'os by Chuck SchHt' 
favorable press like we have, we owe 
it to the public to look at ourselves and 
the job we're doing. And because of 
this [self-examinationl, I think we're 
doing a better job." 
In Ihe BSU Coilege of Education's 
case, the "belter job" Hill refers to has 
not been a knee-jerk reaction to adverse 
publicity, but a progressive effort to 
upgrade its quality. Specifically. the 
College of Education has expanded its 
staff and continued to impose lOugher 
standards and stiffer requirements for 
its students since it was established in 
1968. 
"When I came to Boise State in 1968 
I was the fifth member of this depart-
ment," Hill recalled. "Now we're 24 
strong. Also at that time our required 
GPA was 2.0. Then it went to 2.25. and 
now it's a 2.5. Furthermore, one of the 
things we did in the early '70s was in-
stitute a writing test that every student, 
before they could be admitted into our 
program and eventually student teach, 
had to pass." 
More recently, the College of Educa-
tion ha .. established a "basic skills" 
EngliSh and mathematics test that 
elementary education students must 
pass before they are allowed to student 
teach; next fall those who plan to teach 
at the secondary level will also be re-
quired to pass a basic skills exam. Cur-
rently, prospective secondary student-
tcachers are required to pass an English 
competcncy test only. 
"Every time we have made the re-
quirements more stringent, it has 
helped our program. These standards 
have hel~d weed oul the weak 
students," Hill said. "I think we've 
moved a long way to see that the 
quality of our student-teachers is 
higher. " 
BSU's College of Education has also 
placed additional emphasis on 
fieldwork in the local schools to 
enhance its teacher training program. 
"Many people believe that the most im-
portant part of the teacher education 
process is student teaching," Hill 
poimed out. Elementary education 
students at BSU are required to student 
teach for one fuJI semester-half at 
" 
the prima ry level (grades one through 
three) aud half at the intermediate level 
(four through six). Secondary level 
student-teachers have two schedule op-
lions: one l6-week semester that splits the 
training sessions ~twetn junior and senior 
high classes, or a full -time, lO-week stint 
at just one Jc~\el. 
T
here is no standard prescription for 
reforming the teacher education 
process: Boise State's effons are just 
a few of the many under way on campuses 
nationwide. Olhe'r steps include extended 
undergraduate' programs, internships, 
more time devoted to basic academic sub-
jects, and more clinical expt'riencc for pro-
specti"e teachers, Additionally. testing for 
those ..... ho aspire to enler teaching pro-
grams or become certified is no .... required 
in 38 states, 
Hart believes there is merit in some of 
the other schools' endeavors and may 
eventually incorporate some of them into 
8SU's program. "I think we need to 
strengthen Ihe undcrgraduate education of 
all teachers e\'en more than ..... e've done," 
he said. Hart adds. however, Ihal he 
favors an e:<tended undcrarad program 
over a policy that would make prospective 
instructors earn a bachelor's degree ~fore 
they could begin tcacher education train-
ing, "And perhaps that extended training 
could be a five-year program," he added. 
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Because completion of all requirements 
for graduation with a s«ondary education 
option may require more than 128 credit 
hours, Han says Boise Slate has already 
moved in Ihe dircction of a five· year 
teaching program for prospective secon· 
dary teachers. He adds it may be time to 
consider similar requirements for elemen· 
tary education students. 
With talk of a five-year underaraduale 
curriculum, an increase in its minimum 
OPA, basic skills testing, am.I added em· 
phasis in slUdent teaching, ii'S apparent 
BSU's College of Education has exacted 
more riaorous and standa rdized evalua-
tions of its Sludents at all points in its 
program. 
"Those steps help screen out Ihose who 
aren'l academically making the grade. but 
there's another screening that .... e have to 
concern ourselves with," Hill added. "We 
have some students who are good and 
bright ptOple, but not e-verybody is cut out 
10 be a teacher." 
Building a base of knowledge is an 
essent ial part of teacher trai ning, bur the 
ability to cl)nvey that knowledge to 
.students is equally important. And accor-
ding 10 Hill and Hart . the DSU College of 
Education faculty is equally assiduous in 
Ine process it uses to weed out students 
who may be rigid, narrow in their think-
ing, or lacking in social skill s. 
Hill says it isn 't that difficult to 
recognize a student who might be a poor 
teacher for reasons other than academics. 
"Our facuhy has been around teachers for 
a longtime," he said. "and you kind of 
get a sense for the kind of personality that 
will and won't work. I know it's subjec-
tive, but let's face it, thai's the way we 
select our spouses; I'm not willing 10 
throw those things out just because you 
can't put them on paper like leSI scores, 
OPAs or failed classes. Before we scnd 
somebody out to student teach. we want 
somebody we know in our heart is going 
to make it." 
If these students lacking in "people" 
sk ills arc making the grade academically, 
how are they removed from the teacher 
training program? "Sometimes they self-
screen, they realize that teaching is not 
for them," Hill said. "If Ihat doesn't 
work we try to counsel them out of the 
program." 
I r necessary. a screening comminee can 
prohibit unac«ptable teaching prospects 
from advancing in the program. "If the 
committee feels that a certain person does 
not belong in student teaching, then we 
won't permit it," Han stated. "Frankly, 
we're skating on some untested ice if it 
comes to that because then we're faced 
with the possibility of lawsuits. But I think 
we must be willing to face that and make 
the best professional judgment we can. 
Fortunately , the courts generally have 
upheld professional judgment in those 
kinds of cases." 
R
egardless of the standards estab-
lished by Boise State's College of 
Education and similar schools, ef-
forts to deny the legitimacy of tcacher 
education persist; that attitude underlies 
the low status of teachers and teaching. 
"All you need to do is look at some of 
the bills imroduced by our own Legislature 
in the 1986 session to see that people don't 
view what teachers do as vcry important," 
Hart remarked. "In some ways our society 
respects professionals in direct proportion 
to the economic benefits of that profes-
sion. Teaching, because it's a social ser-
vice, has never been a high-paying profes-
sion. It 's better, and I'm glad for that, but 
I think a profession's pay scale and respect 
are tied inextricably together. That's 
unfortunate. 
"And I think that's precisely why Dr. 
[JohnJ Keiser [BSU presidentJ, has 
declared this as the Year of the Teacher. 
He's saying, 'Darn it, these things aren't 
true, teachers are doing a good job and 
need to be recognized.' Not just financial-
ly, but in the whole ethos of our society ." 
Barney Parker, superintendent of Boise 
schools, certainly appreciates and 
recognizes teachers-espedally Boise State 
graduates. He should. Between 50 and 60 
percent of the new instructors hired an-
nually by Boise schools are from BSU. 
"The teachers we have from BSU ha,·c 
done an outstanding job for us," Parker 
enthused. "We have great respect for the 
College of Education and the job Dr. Hart 
and his people have done. Boise State has 
shown great confidence in the quality of 
teachers it has turned out and that con-
fidence is reflected in the rccommenda-
tions [from student teaching supervisors] 
we receive. 
"We hire a great number of BSU 
graduates for those reasons and also 
because Boise State not only has a profes-
sional responsibility, but a \'ested interest 
in the quality of its teachers. Boise State 
is not going 10 send out an inferior pro-
duct because BSU people live here, too, 
and have to work with us. 
"We hire new teachers from all over the 
country from various universities. some 
with great reputations," Parker con-
tinued, "and iu our mind we feci that 
Boise State teachers measure up with all 
of them." 
Parker, whose district employs 1.300 
certified instructors teaching 22,000 
students. scoffs at those who criticize 
education. "They're painting with too 
broad a brush," he said. "I think they're 
talking about a small portion of the 
teaching field." He maintains the "ast ma-
jority of the nation's teachers are en-
thusiastic, dedicated and talented profes-
sionals. Fortunately. he adds, many of 
them are in his own backyard. 
Despite the unfavorable publicity that 
has beset our educators in recent years, it's 
apparent they have just as many admirers. 
Robert Cole Jr., editor of Phi Dclta 
Kappan, is one. In an editorial, Cole 
wrote, "Teachers, good teachers-
choosing them, training them properly, in-
itiating them, evaluating their worth and 
paying them commensurately, and 
creating various innovative and challeng-
ing career paths for them-are the issues 
of the day. Good teachers are assets we 
must work to cultivate and keep .... The 
best teachers, architects of the human 
soul, stay with us always. Their innuence 
never lessens. They never .~top, never go 
away. And we shouldn't let them." 0 
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Tomorrow's teachers 
With mlechous enthusiasm, they're learnmg to leach. Four of Boise Slale's cur-
fent 170 student·leachers, pictured on these pages, are living proof that tomorrow's 
educators ate a special breed , dedicated to learning and approaching their new pro-
fession with zeal and conf1dence. 
The members of this foursome are entenng the education field at dlneren! levels , 
lor dilferent reasons, and al different Junctures In their lives. But a common thread 
exists: therr desire to teach. 
For Jerry Oanlels (bottom letl), a studen1-1eacher al Garfield Elementary. the am· 
blt ion to become a leacher was slow to develop. Daniels, who has a degree In 
philosophy, has spent the last 15 years as a carpenter and cabinetmaker. " But in 
those 15 years I've developed a real enthusiasm for learning: I would like to pas9 
that down to my students ," he said. "I guess I always knew that I would come back 
to school and learn to be a leacher" 
For Cindy Williams (bottom center), a physical education student-teacher at West 
Junior High in Boi~e. the pIcture was much clearer much earlier . "My desire to be 
a teacher goes clear back 10 high schOOl," she said. "I knew when I was a Junior 
or senior thai I wanted 10 be a physical education teacher I've been active in spons 
all my life and I wanted to stay involved " 
Pat Payne (top) says she is learning to teach kinderqarten at Lake Hazel Primary 
in the Mendian SchOol Dlstnct because, " The people I admired most wtten I was 
grOWing up were teachers; I 'm also married to one. And of course, I enJOy wOfklOg 
with children " 
Although she relishes her training, Payne knows there's plenty of learnmg stili 
ahead " My student teaching is going very well. but It 's a 101 of hard work," she said 
" This has made it obvious that teaching is not an easy profession and it takes a tot 
01 time to learn the right skills. But I'm learning a great deal. " 
What's ahead and what 's behind are the reasons history major Elaine Hellwig 
(bottom right) has chOsen the teaching profession. " I'm learnmg to teach because 
the future of Amerk:a Is the kids of today, and it's important that they learn about 
history and the past In Ofdel' to knowwhalthe future is going to be about," said Heltw.g. 
who is student teaching at Nampa High School . 
HellWig , a former track athlete at Buhl. is also asslstmg the Nampa track team. 
CoaChing, she says, has helped to deal with her students in an informal setllng, an 
opportunity she has enjoyed. " Away from the school they can recognize you not only 
as a teacher, someone who is in charge, but alSO as a friend, wnich is very important. " 
Her overall feeling about student teaching? "it's great, " she said . "They're Just 
wonderful kids, every one of them. . well, almost everyone of them." 
phoro. by Chuck 5(;" .. , 
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Story and photos 
by Glenn Oakley 
..-lI TURE "' RI~ SH;\1AN 
ear Nephew: 
By the year 20CJ0 you will be a lowly high school freshman, despised 
by upper c1assmcn, awkward in social situations, the brunt of jokes. 
On the other hand, there ma)' be no such thing as freshmen when 
you are 14 years old-you can only hope. 
Change is in the wind for education. Some people are talking aboul 
abolishing the class and grade structure. Others ad\'()cate abolishing 
the entire school system. In fact, you wouldn't believe the lime and 
energy people spend worrying about your education. We've got 
presidential panels issuing decrees, private interest think tanks creating 
scenarios, high-powered commissions releasing reports and 
recommendations. 
And all you'll want to do is escape from sixth period study hall 
without being noticcd. 
Certainly some aspects of education will be different from when 
I graduated from high school a mere 14 years ago. Just how different 
your education will be will depend on more variables than you or 
I can imagine. This letter is to let you know what might be in store 
for you. But be forewarned: People tend to predict the future based 
on what's happening to them right now, rather than stepping back 
and taking a long-term look at things. 
Currently we're big on high technology, computers and training. 
"Excellence" is the buzz word of the '80s. But in the 1960s and '70s 
attitudes were more cosmic than corporate. In a 1975 book Gloria 
Steinem wrote, "By the year 201Xl we will, I hope, raise our children 
to believe in human potential, not God." 
In the same book Abbie Hoffman - ever heard of him? -
predicted, "By the year 20CJ0 technology will have taken over so much 
of the stuff we now call work that the Protestant ethic - demand-
ing postponement of pleasure and kowtowing to sin, guilt, and repres-
sion in order to keep the wheels turning - will be obsolete along 
with the internal combustion engine, two-dimensional television and 
daily birth control pills." 
Well, both God and the Protestant work ethic have made big come· 
backs in the public schools recently. Courts are debating whether 
Creationism must be taught alongside evolution. The belief in human 
potential and self-determination has been banned from some schools 
as a religion called "secular humanism," and like it or not the latest 
trend is to lengthen your school days and years so thaI you will be 
an even more competitive worker. 
But things could change. People tend to get ahead of themselves 
a bit. While commissions and panels discuss keeping you in school 
longer and using a battery of high-tech gizmos to beam knowledge 
into your noggin, the common school teachers are still fighting for 
decent salaries, a little respect and basic supplies. In inner-city schools 
hardware refers to a concealable handgun. 
There are a lot of relatively dull prerequisites to be mel before 
enacting the flashy changes envisioned by many. Few people talk 
about the "school air-conditioning of the future." But it is highly 
unlikely that any teacher is going to ride herd over a roomful of junior 
high school students in the hot summer days of late June without 
central air conditioning in the school building. 
J1 
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As you might discern from all this, there arc several groups vying 
for the right to direct your education. There are overlaps in their 
goals, but 11ike to think of them as the New Agers, the Hard-Liners 
and the High-Tech Futurists. 
NEW AGERS 
The New Agers are certainly not against high technology. In fae! 
many of them see great things coming from your work with com-
puters. But their goals are more concerned with personal freedom 
and tapping human potentiaL Many of the New Agers, for example, 
would like to eliminate the hierarchy of class grades and allow you 
to work through school at your own pace, gathering your education 
as if it were ripe fruit hanging from trees. 
HARD-LINERS 
The Hard-Liners like technology too, but they have a pragmatic 
bent. We're being overrun with computers, most of which are made 
in Japan. This worries us, and the Hard-Liners are determined that 
you and your classmates will not only be computer whizzes, but you 
will be smarter and harder working than the Japanese who have a 
yen for American dollars. 
They would like to toughen the standards for graduation, increase 
the amount of sciences taught and see you spend more time in school. 
HIGH-TEC H FUTURISTS 
The High-Tech Futurists have you doing everything with computers 
short of taking them to the prom. There's even a magazine for peo-
ple who refer to themselves as educational technologists. 
For these people technology is not just a way to change education, 
it is a reason to change education. Technology is changing society, 
and thus the educational system must change to accommodate this 
new world. 
one of these groups is mutually exclusive. 
They share many of the same goals and 
predictions, notably the increased use of 
telecommunications and computers and a 
need for lifelong learning. They also share 
a bit of an inferiority complex about 
American education. Nobody is satisfied 
with the current system. 
One thing that is changing the education 
system is technology - computers and 
telecommunications. On the surface that may not seem like a lot. 
The science nerds will carry multi-function calculators and mini -
computers inst.ead of slide rules. You will type your term papers on 
word processors instead of the old Smith·Coronas. So what? you ask. 
Are these really significant changes? 
Well, it may be that the use of these new gadgets will fundamen-
tally change the \\lay you think. 
Electronic communication, according to Richard Slatta, who runs 
a telecommunications system called PoJiNet at North Carolina State 
University, "engenders greater equality among the participants." He 
explains that when people communicate by typing on a screen in-
stead of having a discussion in person, the opportunities for any in-
dividual to overwhelm the discussion by physical presence and sub-
tle intimidation are all but eliminated. Unless there is a video monitor, 
electronic communication participants do not necessarily know the 
race, sex, height or appearance of each other. Alex Pattakos, a pro-
fessor of political science at Boise State, says that with telecom-
munications, participants must "focus on the communication instead 
of the person." This, he argues, "Breaks down barriers due to sex, 
barriers due to age." 
Communication via oompUier also prom ise.~ to make the world an 
even smaller place. Already, we are able to hold discussions with pe0-
ple from all over the planet - Chinese, Spaniards, Russians, 
Icelanders - with programs that automatically translate the text from 
one language to the other. How might cultural biases and interna-
tional relations change if you are able to easily converse with citizens 
of the Soviet Union? 
Computers and telecommunications similarly promise to provide 
a kid in Elk City with much the same access to information as a kid 
in New York City. We can envision rural and other isolated schools 
receiving Ie<:tures from specialists in virtually any discipline. So if 
a particularly smart Grangeville high school student wants to learn 
more about quantum physics - and there are no physicists teaching 
at Grangeville High - he might be able to tap imo a quantum physics 
course being given in Los Angeles_ Thus the new technOlogies are 
expected to uecemralize education. 
What else might this mean for your education? If you have vir-
tually unlimited access to specialists and information al the tOllch 
of your personal computer, then you just might become more in-
dependent. No longer limited to the information printed in chapter 
rive of your 8-year·old textbook, it will certainly be easier for you 
to get different opinions, to read the latest information on a par-
ticular subject. 
f course Ihis assumes that you and your 
classmates are more motivated than the 
average 20th century student. Thus the 21st 
century teacher is expected to be a motivator 
of learning more than a provider of 
knowledge. 
Pallakos says students will have morc 
responsibility for their own education. 
becoming a "co-producer of the learning 
process," not just a recipient of informa-
tion. A writer in the magazine The Fururist is predicting "high-tech 
leacher stations" replacing the traditional desk.. From this station 
your teacher will presumably be zapping educational programs to 
your individual learning stations. 
Not everyone is thrilled with this prospect. Psychologist Roben 
Sardello from the Dallas lnstitnte of Humanities and Culture warns 
that "The computer, if it is allowed to infiltrate the very heart of 
education ... will destroy education." He argues that "The 
technological threat to education is to be found ;n the claim that 
teaching the child to program the computer can be done in such a 
manner that programming teaches the process of thinking itself and 
thus removes the necessity of formal classroom instruction." 
Arc we going to turn into robots? People like Pattakos think not. 
High technology, he says, will not replace the human teaching pro-
cess, but will augment it. 
Even the most ardent High-Ttth Futurists see the limits of 
technology in education . The magazin e Educational Technology 
editorialized against a new copy machine that eliminates the need 
for note lak.ing by students. Whatever the teacher writes down on 
the "whiteboard" can be churned out in individual copies for each 
student in the class. But the magazine asked, "Do we really want 
to end note taking among students and trainees? Do we want to end 
the learning experience that comes from active participation in the 
proc~s of taking notes and in attempting 10 place those notes into 
personal frames of reference?" 
Well, what will things really be like for you? "II share with you 
the predictions of representatives from the different schools of 
thought on education . 
• 
• 
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THE NEW AGE "'UTURE 
Back in the late 1960s journalist George. Leonard wrote a book 
called Education and Ecstasy in which he appealed for a radical 
change in the very nature of schools and learning . 
His utopian school of the year 2001 features "gleaming geodesic 
domes and translucent tentlike structures scattered randomly among 
graceful trees: a large grassy playficld encircled with flowers." This 
school is open "from S in the moming until 6 in the. afternoon. 
Children can come when and if they please; there's no problem at 
all if parents wish to take their children on extended trips or simply 
keep them home for something that's going on there. 
"While the children are on the school grounds, they are absalUle-
ly free to go and do anyrhing they wish that docs not hurt someone 
else. They are free learners. 
Learning proceeds at near-lightning speed in Leonard's school. 
Students hook themselves up to computers with which they not only 
receive information, but can communicate - simply by thinking. 
The computers, in essence, read their minds. Great colorful 
holograms instruct students, too. This is vcry effective. All commonly 
agreed-upon knowledge is learned iu four years - from age 3 through 
6. Almosl all children create an entire uew language before leaving 
school. 
ut the primary emphasis of education in 
Leonard's futuristic vision is of teaching 
compassion and empathy. Children are 
unable to even read about wars without cry-
ing. Traditional games such as baseball and 
football have given way to non-aggressive, 
free-form games that have no limiting struc-
ture or referees. 
Writing from the perspective of a young 
man in 2001, Leonard predicts a significant 
change in college educatiou as well. "The sealed-off four years that 
once were college began breaking up; no longer was it possible to 
keep the academy separate from the community. Increasingly, the 
uuiversity became a study-work-recreation center for everyone. It 
offered various types of membership, ranging from full-time par-
ticipation to subscription to a university news service received in the 
home on electronic consoles." 
Decentralization of education via computer-mediated networks, 
he predicts, will allow laymen to set up their own institutes and 
research centers and make college degr~s "rather meaningless." 
Education becomes virtually indistinguishable from life in general. 
The pursuit of knowledge becomes the main purpose of life. 
THE HARD-LINE t·UTURE 
The motivation of the Hard-Liners is best expressed in this state-
ment from A Nation at Risk, a 1983 report by the National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education to the Secretary of Education: 
"History is not kind to idlers .... We live among determined, 
well-educated, and strongly motivated competitors. , .. If only to 
keep and improve on the slim competitive edge we still retain in world 
markets, we must dedicate ourselves to the reform of our educational 
system for the benefit of all." 
To rectify an educational system the study group found weak and 
mushy, this is the school of the future it has in mind for you. 
School will last seven hours a day and the school year will be 
200-220 days, an increase of one hour per day and 20-40 days per 
year. Your high school teachers will assign "far more homework than 
is now the case." 
The obnoxious kid in the back row who has a penchant for shooting 
spit wads and making loud noises will be sent to a special room or 
class for obnoxious kids. 
The kids you start sc hool with iu first grade may not be the ones 
you graduate with as a senior. Placement. grouping and graduation 
of students will " be guided by the academic progress of students and 
their instructional needs. ra ther than by rigid adherence to age." 
uring your fou r years of high school you 
will be required 10 take four years of 
English. three years of mathematics, three 
years of science, three years of social studies 
and one· half year of computer science. 
These are dubbed the New Basics. 
In addition to the New Basics you will be 
encouraged to begin st udying foreign 
language in elementary school. If you wish 
to go to college, two years o f foreign 
language will be required. Colleges will increase their standards for 
prospective students. 
THE HI GH-TECH FUTURIST FUTU RE 
Arthur C. Clarke has written a book about the future, July 20, 
2019. which describes an educational system that is decentralized, 
diversified and con tinuous. 
School begins at age 4 and never ends. High schools specialize in 
the various disciplines, with some emphasizing the humanities, other 
physics , music and so fort h. 
But there is no generic "school. " The public schools, says Clarke. 
"will still exist, but they will be only one facet of a stunning diversi· 
ty of systems for deliveri ng education, much of which will be privately 
operated. " 
Private and religious schools will prosper . Corporations will run 
entire school districts under contract, and much learning ..... ill be done 
at home via telecommunications. Life-sized holograms of the teacher, 
who may be lecturing from sevcral thousand miles away, will ap-
pear before indi vidual students in their homes. The teacher may be 
from a foreign country since education will become international in 
delivery and exchange. 
The very nature of school's purpose will be changed, Clarke notes, 
" Our current educat ional system evolved 10 produce workers for the 
Indust rial Revolution's factory-based economy, fo r work that re-
quires patience, docility and the ability to endure boredom. Students 
learned to sit in orderly rows, to absorb [aclS by rate and to move 
as a group through The material regardless of individual differences 
in learning speed. But nO factory jobs will be left in 2019." 
Instead, he asserts, the lIst century society will call for "sharp 
thinking skills" and people who "know how to learn." 
And YOIl will nOI look for .... ard 10 graduation in Clarkc's future 
world. since cducation will not cnd al any particular age. If your 
employer is a corporation. the company will run its own universities. 
Similarly, there will be franchised profit-making "McSchools" cater-
ing to the public. You know, like elementary Chinese to go. 
Well, take your pick or mix and match. I can't say whether educa-
tion or life in general will be better or worse for you than it "'as for 
me. It will be different. I guess that's as much of a prediction as I 
can make. Stand by your computer for developments. To paraphrase 
an old singer, Doris Day: Que sera, sera, the future's not ours to 
see. Whatever will be beamed, will be beamed. 
Best of luck for a bright future. 
Your Uncle 
• 
• 
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Alumn i remember 
5111/,- Thomas graduated in 1981 wilh.1 d~l!n:c in 
Engli.~h. A former student body president and stu· 
clent 11CIHpaper editor ill BSU, she carned Ill! 
EJ.D. degree (rom Teachers Col/ege. Columbi" 
Unjn:rsity, ill 1986. She currentlv is director of {hI: 
Ji~ral ims program in pro(cssi~nlil mallilgemenl 
al Albion College, Albion, Mic·h. 
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Artful mistakes 
By Sally 1. Thomas 
BSU, 1981 
Albion, Michigan 
B y the age of 6, and with the help of Grandmother's wooden ruler whack-
ing across my knuckles . I was convinced 
Ihal good coloring was next to cleanliness 
- next to God. I was equally certain that 
good coloring meant that the artist stayed 
within the lines - even tbe faintest trace 
of green from the grass trailing up into the 
blue sky constitut.ed a fatal mistake. Thirty 
years later, I sal in Drawing 101, stuggling 
to transform a Oat sheet of paper into a 
three-dimensional representation of the 
collection of objects on the table before 
me. The: instructor sat down to watch, 
then reached over and pushed my arm. A 
thick, dark line: broke out of my carefully 
drawn design and streaked across the 
page. I waited for Grandmother's ruler. 
Professor George Roberts sa id, 
"Sometimes you have to make mistakes." 
Grandmother and Professor Roberts do 
nOI fit the standard definition of team 
teachers, but they came together in my 
mind in the best tradition of education. 
Transmitting their passionately held, 
disparate views, they forced me to evaluate 
and critique ideas and to think for myself. 
This notion did not become an 
established practice with this one en-
counter, nor did the opportunity for do-
ing so always require team teaching. BSU 
Professors Jim Maguire, Tom Trusky and 
Marcia Wick low-Howard and ad-
ministrators David Taylor and John 
Keiser, among others, took care to present 
several sides of some issue under discus-
sion, often without giving the "right" 
answer. On the contrary, I found myself 
being asked to come up with my own 
answer. The level of anxiety created by 
such situations correlated with the level of 
my learning. 
Living in New York City while pursu-
ing my doctorate at Teachers College, Col-
umbia University. I learned to more fully 
appreciate the varied frameworks for 
viewing a diverse, complex world given me 
by these teachers. As an administrator and 
faculty member at a liberal arts college, 
I want to give my students the same ad-
vantag es I r eceived in my own 
undergraduate education. I try to present 
the several views of management and 
organizations without pointing to anyone 
right answer for theory and practice in 
these important fields of study. To 
students' complaints about the anxiety 
such an ambiguous approach incurs, I 
say, "Sometimes you have to slay in the 
lines; other times you need to make 
mistakes." 0 
Truth and confidence 
By John A. Elorriaga 
BIC. /949 
Portland. Or~8on 
Two of the most important people in my academic life. and in my business 
tife, are Dr. William Gouenberg and Dean 
Ada Burke. They were tcachers during my 
two years at Boise Junior College in 1948 
and 1949. 
Dr. Goltenberg was my English teacher 
- and I can never remember II lime when 
he was not available for consultation or 
help. He had such a high regard for me 
as a human being and this was very im-
portant to me. It kept me striving to 
achieve more. 
He wrote a letter stating that I CQuid ac-
complish anything I put my mind to. He 
also recommended that I send one of my 
articles to the Saturday Evening Post. 
Perhaps I needed additional confidence; 
bUll felt there wasn't any way I could ever 
let Dr. Gotlenberg down. Ifhe thought so 
much of me:, I wanta:! to make sure I never 
disappointed him, , , and many times I 
gave the: e:Jltra effort ne:edc:d to do a bet-
ter job, His confidence in me will never 
be forgotten, And, at times, I still have: a 
tremendous feeling that perhaps r might 
someday be a little bit ..... orthy of Dr, Got-
tenberg's special confidence, 
Dr. Burke holds a unique place in my 
memories as well. I IUrncd in a paper in 
the modern literature class that she taughl 
and received an "A" - with high praise 
that I had the ability of real insight and 
understanding. 
About two weeks later, I received 
another paper back with the grade of 
"C-" stating that I should have flunked 
and that she wanted me to come in and 
see her! I did.. and the events Ihat 
transpired in thaI meeting are st ill indeli-
bly imprinted in my mind today. She di$-
cussed both papers with me; then said that 
I was " menta11y lazy" and had sluffed off 
on the second paper - passing it orr as 
a non·event. This, she told me, was the 
worst thing I could possibly do because 
those kind of habits stay with a person for 
a lifetime. She also told me if I didn't 
break them right away' would always be 
sorry. 
Two things impressed me: (I) She cared 
enough to really tell me off - in a man-
ner of speaking, and (2) she was one hun-
dred percent righl. Many times over the 
ensuing years - when I felt lazy or 
thought about sluffing off on some situa-
tion - I thought of her and then forced 
myself to give a linle more, I am always 
happy and pleased that I expended the ex· 
tra effort. Dean Burke is responsible for 
that . 
I truly feel that these two individual~ ­
whom I greatly admire - had a signifi-
cant effect on my life, Any good fortune 
that may ha,'c come my way since then is 
largely due to these two great Boise Junior 
College teachers. Th~ were there at a time 
when J was very impressionable and in 
need of confidence and advice from 
someone who really cared, 0 
N u rtu re and natu re 
By Benja.min A. Jayne 
BlC. 1949 
Cary. North Carolina 
A s a broad generality, experience sug-gests that the classroom setting pro-
vides only a part of the total learning ell:-
perience of the student at the university, 
It seems likely that a great deal is gained 
from the many informal associations that 
occur betwef:n students and a wide variety 
of university personnel. Staff, graduate 
students, coaches, fellow students, ad-
ministrators and a host of others in addi-
tion to faculty help shape the motivation, 
goals. interests and aspirations of 
students. 
If my thesis is ouly partially correct it 
suggests that all of us involved in educa-
tion should give much more attention to 
understanding the subtleties of these infor-
mal exchanges between students and those 
with whom they come in contact during 
college years. 
Notwithstanding, it is clear to me that 
there are certain characteristics of 
classroom teaching that outstanding lec-
turen have mastered, As a student I came 
to value more than anything else: a high 
level of enthusiasm and commitment for 
the subject, Although many students arc 
loath to admit it, most will confess ad-
miration for the teacher who expects or re-
quires a high level of performance on the 
part of the stude:nt. Additionally, the 
teacher who can reiate abstract concepts 
to real-world circumstances nearly always 
stimulates students to a highe:r level of 
effort. 
Many of these features of good teaching 
Afrr'r sraduilring from BJC ,'n J 949, John £lor· 
fiag;; "'cnt on to ram II D8A from rhr' Vnil r'f.~ir) 
of Oregon in J951 and:ln MBA fwm rhr' Vni,'('f' 
sjty of Pimburgh in J951, Hr hIlS sen ffl,U ('h:l;r· 
man of the: board of U.S , Banrorp. a Portland· 
ba5ro banklhat hils po"'O into oHeoflM nalion '.\: 
hUgest. 
All AII-Amr'rican in /'OO/bJlllll RJC, Br'nj:lmin 
Ja~ " ·t:l/t OIl roam, Ph,D, in foreslryrngifJ«T-
illJl from Du1.e: Un;"e:rs;ty in J955. H e is a pro-
fessor of naruraJ rc:sour«s al Duke:, lind sen'ed 
fOf g"r'TtJl yatf.li a.f lhe dean of the School of 
Forestry. 
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are readily apparent 10 Ihe teacher also. 
However, other aspects of good teaching 
sometimes betome apparent only when 
one must face a class as teacher on a 
regular basis. The good teacher must be 
capable of explaining abstract ideas in a 
number of ways in order to meet the wide 
range of learning abilities characteristic of 
almost all classes. The teacher who is in-
terested in the class as individuals and will 
give each the lime needed (not always 
easy) is highly valued. An interest in the 
student as a person and a willingness to 
nUriure personal growth and development 
are also essential attributes of good col-
lege teaching. Clearly these characteristics 
of the teacher require an enormous invest-
ment of time. 
I was extremely fortunate to come under 
the influence of a number of excellent 
leachers, all of whom possessed many of 
the characteristics cited above, during my 
slUdent days at Boise State University. 
With great patience Dr. Elsie Buck 
taught me mathematics through the 
calculus. It was a demanding experience 
for me al the time and I will be forever 
grateful for the mental discipline that it 
brought. Dr. Donald Obee nurtured my 
inte-rest in the living world. Field trips, and 
Saturday employment with him, budding 
and grafting in the orchards near Boise , 
served to emphasize the practical value of 
formal learning. 
Dr. Joseph Spulnik demanded profi-
ciency in chemistry at l!. level that I did not 
experience again until graduate school. 
Lyle Smith was not only my coach but was 
also my academic adviser. Not only was 
performance expected on the football field 
but also when the Quarter grades were 
issued. I knew 10 expect a long session in 
his office if performance was inadequate . 
Most importantly, all these people and 
others at Boise State were kind , thoughtful 
human beings whose lives were fully com-
mined to shaping the goals and aspirations 
of young people. 
After leaving Boise and completing my 
D.S . at the University of Idaho I went on 
to graduate study at Yale University in 
forestry and engineering science. Within 
a few years my research interests led to 
post-doctoral work in mathemat ics and 
physics . Still later I directed an applied 
mathematics program in fisheries and 
forestry at the University of Washingum . 
Now I am preparing to give a series of lec-
tures at uni,·ersities in the People's 
Republic of China on mathemati cal 
modeling with differential equations of 
problems in natural resources and en-
vironmental science. I am confident that 
my carly experiences at Boise State weTC 
responsible in large part for the direction 
my life has taken. 
I am grateful for the experience. In the 
broadest sense it was some of the best 
teaching that I have come to know. 0 
Lasting impressions 
By William Anderson 
BJC 
Isleton, California 
God, how I loved her! Red of hair, ample of bosom, sweet 
of breath, and hUge,lucid eyes you could 
drown in. Her name was Helen Moore, 
and she was an English teacher at Boise 
High School roughly a thousand years 
ago . I was an 18-year-old stack of acne, 
and I was head over heels in love with my 
teacher. 
If memory serves, we did not have 
creative writing classes, per se, in the old 
days. We did have to write essays in our 
English class, however. and it .... '35 one that 
1 wrote for Helen Moore that launched a 
writing career. 
They were tearing down the old Ada 
County Courthouse on Jefferson Street at 
the time, and I had written an essay on the 
ancient building's history, from the point 
of view of a battered cuspidor I found ly-
ing near the wrecking ball. Miss Moore 
must have liked the piece, because she en-
J8 
couraged me 10 submit it to a writing con-
test being sponsored by The Nalional 
Scholastic, a school paper. 
To our amazement , the essay won first 
prize in the humor division of the national 
conlest, and I was the enviable recipient 
of 10 free passes 10 the Ada Theater. Un-
questionably it was one of the highlights 
of my life. 
Several other budding writers among 
my classmates also had theiT shoots 
shaped by our Boise teachers. Mary 
Perkins (now Mary Perkins knki.ns) went 
on to become the backbone of the Idaho 
Daily Stat('$man editorial stafr. Dick 
Mathison became an editor for Newsweek, 
published severa! books, and sired a young 
lady named Melissa who WTOt~ the original 
screenplay for a movie called ET. 
When I graduated from Boise High, the 
acorn for Boise State University had just 
been planted in a forbidding, stone-faced 
building called St. Margaret's Hall. Only 
the fancy footwork of agung bo educator 
named Eugene B. Chaffee kept this finan-
cially teetering institution from falling imo 
William Andcrson IlHf"l/dcd BJC lI·hrn it lIa~ 
ltX3ud a/ S/. MargaI"N 's HaJl. lI ·hile an Air For« 
pilot and public affilirs offJttr, h~ wrol~ the bat· 
£d/er Ptnclopc. Hc bd·amr a full-time lI·rifer in 
1964. and luIS ", rit/en eight no. cis and se"<m non· 
fiction boob. Many ha'·c ocrn mlll1c IntO mOlion 
piCfUr("S or telc"isioll mories. His t>ook BAT·2 ] 
is in ils third priming. 
bankruptcy. Ahhough the financial under-
pinnings were shaky. its teaching staff ..... as 
not; memorable among the facully were 
sUl:h stalwarts as Norman Adkison. Ada 
Hatch, and the classy Camille Power. 
On August 2, 1964. the new library on 
the BJC campus was dedicated. I ..... as 
asked by President Chaffee to CU I the rib-
bon with him. But of all the fine college 
teachers and professors who have fertil-
ized my growth, it was perky Helen Moore 
whom I wanted at my side. She gracious-
ly accepted. 
Helen Moore is gone now. But my 
memories of her will go with me 10 my 
grave. 
Can a teacher really innuence your life? 
I don't know. But I was later to marry a 
pretty miss named Dortha, who was 
selected representative woman in her 
graduating year at the old BJC. This lady 
who shares my surname, trundle bed and 
royalties (nol necessarily in that order), is 
red of hair, ample of bosom, sweet of 
breath, and has eyes you can drown in. 
lt could be chalked up to sheer co-
incidence. 0 
Rmdll RII, JuSI sraduiltM in 1917 .. i,h a dcgr~ 
in SC1!crfll husiMU. She cilrnn1 hct IIIll'tkgret: from 
thc Uniw:rsil;' of Was!Jingwn in 1981, lind hilS 
... orJ.-ca for Ihr- Offir:r: of thc Altomc,' (knr-ral in 
IdahO sillcc 1983. Shr- presently i$ a dqJuly al· 
Iorru:y gclr-r-;;/ ilS$igncd 101M l)qJa.rtmt'nt of Paris 
and Rocrcalion. 
No greater gift 
A s a teacher. I teach the following conclusions: Professionally, my definition of teaching means consciou~ly seeking to master the revolu-
tionary new tools available to us - in every discipline. 
Politically, it means being education partisans, outspokenly so, and sup-
porting those in either party who understand the message while effectively 
responding to those who.> wish to limit educational opportunity. It means 
pushing hard for needed resources ancl a reasonable division of those which 
arc available, one that rewards effectiveness. initiative, quality and service. 
Personally, it means living with the uncenainty inherent in changing 
times. of living with less than adequate funding. but doing more with what 
we have than anyone has a right to expect. There is a set of values 
associated with great teaching, which guides daily behavior and serves as 
a credo worth living and dying for. 
Spiritually, it means interpreting the line from scripture that says, "From 
those to whom much has been given, much is expected," as if it were 
spoken directly to teachers. For what bas been given is an opportunity 
to revitalize this state and this nation, and the obligation 10 guide learners 
of all ages through a remarkable transformation. 
There could be no greater gifl than this challenge, and if it is picked 
up, there could be no greater reward. 0 
-I-:;turptf"d rrum P~sid('nt J ohn Kriser 's rail , 1986, speech to 
the Hoik Sljltf htull) I nd st.lrr. 
The best detou rs 
By Rinda Ray Just 
BSU, 1977 
Boise, Idaho 
U nlike many collece freshmen who vacillate between majors for semester 
after semester. my decision had been made 
several years before I stood in line on thai 
first registration day at BSU. My road 
map would eventually lead me to law 
school and there would be no lime for 
uctours. 
One of the advantages o f a higher 
education is that occasionally you learn 
something. I learned that the things I 
studied in my chosen major weren't near-
ly 3.] exciting as ...... hat was going on over 
in the Liberal Arts Building. 
I majored in business administration, 
but my heart belonged to the department 
of English. For tbe most part I have had 
little use for the nuances of economic 
theory anu the finer points of statistical 
analysis thaI were e;"pert ly taught in my 
major field. For some inex.plicable reason 
I was never able to weave the concept of 
the beta coefficient into the fabric of my 
life. 
The people and ideas that inhabited the 
English department did become pan of my 
life's warp and weft. The poets, essayistll, 
noyelists, playwrights, and other assorteu 
storytellers to whom J was introduced by 
professors Burmaster and Selander, 1 still 
number among my friends. Thank you, 
Orv, for Stegner. and you, Glenn, for 
John Nichols, Larry McMurtry, Jessamyn 
West, and John McPhee. Those writers, 
in turn, have introduced me to others of 
their acquaintance and each introduction 
is an ad\'enture, each. meeting with an old 
friend, a joy, 
I learnet.l more from the denizens of the 
English department than just ho ...... to while 
away a rainy Saturday afternoon -
though one should never underestimate 
the value of a rainy day and a good book. 
As a practicing attorney, I spend a great 
deal of my time wrestling with notions and 
concepts which are seldom straightfor-
ward or simple. Usually I'm trying (0 
understand these ideas myself. or make 
them understandable to others. Orv and 
Glenn gave me plenty of practice in such 
exercises. Anyone who can hold their own 
in a class discussion or essay about House 
Made of Dawn should have no trouble 
communicating arcane legal concepts. 
I was richly rewarded by the detour the 
professors in the English department guid-
ed me through. My life has been enhanc-
ed by the lessons I learned along that road 
and the friends I discovered there. Those 
people innuenced me because they offered 
more than information. They offered a 
part of themselves - the unforgeuable 
mementos of my travels. 0 
3' 
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Teaching Teachers 
Most of us have had a few inspirational 
teachers ... ones who 
ignite that spark of learn-
ing that is deep within us. 
And, mosl of us have had 
a few teachers who did the 
opposite. 
What 3TC those mys-
terious ingredients thai 
make up good leachers? 
Can those be identified 
and then 13Ughl by our 
colleges of education? Or 
arc good teachers born, 
not made? 
FOCUS asked tho~ 
who should know ... 
tr.lchers who leach 
leachers. Here are the 
questions and their neplies: 
Can yo u teach 
someone to be a good 
teacher. or does that 
come naturally? 
By Lamont Lyons 
Associa/(" Ot"an of 
College of Education 
W as MozaT! born or made? Was Jane Addams born 
or made? Jackie Robinson? 
Thomas Jdferson? Manin 
Luther King Jr .? Eleanor 
Roosevelt ? None was 3\'crage or 
typical: all were exceptionally 
good at what they did, and their 
contributions have profoundly 
innuenced or touched us. I 
believe all of them were born 
with certain talents and abilities 
- gifts, actually, from God: 
but all of them were educated, 
trained, tried, tempered. They 
were made bener by their own 
efforts under the innuence and 
tutelage of othe,",. 
Average teachers are born or 
made. Outstanding teachers arc 
both. They are not taken off the 
streets and put into the class· 
room to suc~-eed on their natural 
abilities. They are not witless 
persons who have been 
thoroughly trained and have 
become t«hnically competent. 
Outstanding tcachers have in-
tellectual abilities. character 
traits and dispositions that 
enable them to be both learners 
and teachers. They Quietly revel 
in their callings. They are 
crafted and, in turn, practice 
their craft. 0 
By.:, Coston Frt.'dcrick 
Director, Reading 
Edut'ation Celller 
Time! Time! Time! Time is nature's way of making 
sure everything doesn't happen 
all at once. BUI, in the case of 
t("acher education, we nttd 
eilher much more tim(", or some 
way of having thesc things hap-
pen all al once. 
StudeiUs come to us aftcr 12 
!O 14 years of schooling - some 
of it good. some of it not so 
good. Many times they meet 
teaching techniques in colleg~ 
thaI cause Rousseau and Dewey 
10 moan in their graves. 
The slUdems bring a distrust 
to education classes, because 
they have learned to distrust 
education. Many of them have 
not lived long cnough to hav~ 
had diver~em experiences to 
provide a broad perspective on 
life itself. Out of all that comes 
the question: Can I teach 
someone 10 be a good teacheT? 
My answer is basically no -
not under the present cir-
cumstances. 
In order to teach someone to 
be a gOOlJ teacher I , and my stu-
dem, need much more time to 
tryout, practice, take ri~ks, and 
develop strategies based on 
pro\'en pedagogical and 
humanistic principles and help 
Ihe student teacher develop a 
solid faith in what he/she is 
doing. Right no ..... we coneen-
trate on what the teacher does, 
to the exclusion of what the 
learner does. 0 
By Lindu Herrig 
Assislmlt PrOres.SOf or 
Tt."achu Educarjon 
Teaching is a comple~ acti-vity thllt engages the mind, 
the bod)" and the heart. I don ' t 
think there is any doubt that 
some individuals ha\·e a greate, 
talent for the activity than 
others - because some in-
dividuClls have sharper minds, 
more enduring bodies, and 
kinder hearts. 
Howe\l~r, I do believe that 
an)' intelligent person who truly 
wants to be a good teacher can 
b«ome one. T he person who is 
determincct to tap human poten-
tial can be taught erfective 
strategies that ~'ill allow him or 
her to maKe both skills and 
know ledge accessible to 
students. 
[t is not cnough to know a 
subject: the teacher must be able 
to organize instruction, to 
motivate and involve students, 
and to evaluate stud~nt perfor-
mance. And these we can teach. 
Without these, one with lillie 
taient for teaching will be 
dismal. Without these, one with 
a gift for teaching may be 
adequate. 
But with these, even one with 
little talent for teaching can be 
competent. And one with a gift 
for teaching can be extra-
ordinary. 0 
What is the most 
important quali ty ror 
a good teache r to 
possess'! 
By .leanne Dau\\e ns 
A';.'iista.1!t Professor of Tea.cher 
Education 
I .... ould like to prefal~ my comments by ~tating up 
frolll thai it is somewhat dif-
ficult 10 isolate the most impor-
tant quality of a good teacher. 
However, if a quality is a 
distinguishinll characteristic of 
a person, then J belie~·e above 
all a good teacher must posse.,s 
understanding. 
Webster definl."S understand-
ing as the ability to interpret. 
comprehend. perceive, and/or 
acquire tnowledge about 
something. Therefore. a leacher 
musl possess an understanding 
of: 
I) the stuJenL~' strengths . 
..... eaknes.~es and needs; 
2) the curriculum ..... hich 
he/she is responsibk to 
teach; 
3) the strategies with .... 'hidl 
to deliver the content 
most effectively; 
.nd 
4) the communication pro-
cess to faci litate learning. 
The diagram belo.,.., demon-
stral~ how the four elements 
above are interrelated. 
0:,:'.' 
" .. ~o, .. 
If a teacher can effectively in-
tegrate and overlap t hese 
elements. the;l all students are 
more likely to succet."d. After 
all. isn't that what good 
teaching is all about? 0 
By Mar~le ,Iensen 
As.~oci[Jlr Professor of 
Tcachcr EductJIion 
Creati\'it)" sen~itivity, criti-cal thin!.ing ability. in-
tdligencr, dedication, organiza· 
tional skil ls, or other character-
istics can be said to be the mmt 
important Quality in a good 
teacher. Ho ..... ever. I feel that 
thes~ and o(h~r "attributes" all 
need to .... ork together in har-
mony in order for a teacher (0 
excel and be effective. There-
fore, I believe an aJl-cncom-
passing quality of adaptability 
is the regulating mechanism that 
allows these qualities to "take 
over" as a si tuation ari:ses. 
In the pa~t, a teacher could go 
into the classroom with a 
somewhat limited assortment of 
skills and a certain set of ex-
pt"<:tations for the students. To-
day these sets arc constantly 
changing and developing. 
A teacher's ability to adapt 
will help him/her to focus on 
the educational nteds of the 
chiMren as the)' face the future_ 
These needs will be modified as 
the nation. the community, and 
the classroom all challenge the 
teacher to prepare the children 
with the nec~ssary knowledge 
and skills to further that karn-
ing. A simple look at today's 
curriculum, classroom tech-
nology, and the ethnic and 
social compositions of schools 
can give us an indication of how 
important adaptability can bl.". 
By Pat Bieler 
Pro(,~ssor of Te3Chf!:r EduC;Jlion 
What is thl." mo!>t impor-tanl quality for a good 
teacher 10 poss«s? 
Good leachers are like good 
quartcrbacJ..s. They arc born 
with talent and they work hard 
to develop it. The great teachers 
I havc kno ..... n (and I've known 
several) have an absolute com-
mitment to teaching their 
students subjects or skills. For 
example, a former history 
tl."acher of mine and the teacher 
who has innuenctd mc the most 
would movl." hea\·en and earth 
to get me and her 1>tudems to 
learn and love history. Great 
teachers have always had this in 
common. They care about peo-
pl~ and they care about what 
they teach. For Mi~s Williams, 
life ..... as teaching, or so it ap-
pt."ared to us. She even looked 
historical to us. She got (Q 
school early and she stayed 
there late and we could go in to 
sec her and talk history almost 
anytime. She is the reason I 
decided to bcl.:ome a teacher. I 
have never regretted the de-
cision. 0 
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McCall-Donnelly teacher Sue Anderson (BA, 1973) is Idaho's 
Tea(:her of the Year. These are her remarkli to the Idaho Educa-
tion Association delegate assembly held April 4. 
N
ever in all my dreams of being a teacher did I real-
ize how very difficult this job would be. Even 
now, I don't know how teachers do it. On the one 
hand we are faulted for not being able to solve soci-
ety's problems, while on the other hand the public gives us more 
of these problems to solve. 
We're expected to teach 30 people at a time in an enclosed 
space, ensure that they learn a thousand pieces of information, 
all without the help of file clerks, secretaries or phones, all the 
while enduring the wrath of many. AIl students who come to 
us for this information come with different levels of experience. 
Their abilities to concentrate differ. Interest levels vary. We 
must identify and nurture their differing emotional, social, 
physical, educational and intellectual needs. 
In my classroom, for example, I have one 8-year-old who 
can describe the results and prevention of erosion, can explain 
the needs and desires of the handicapped, and can teU her peers, 
convincingly, the benefits of reading a selection twice before 
answering the questions. She relishes a hearty verse of 
"Ameriea, the Beautiful," and can write stories that bring tears 
to your eyes. 
1 have another whose confusion of the world in general and 
his education in particular, leaves him handicapped. He knows 
how to count by 5's to 30 if he really concentrates, does not 
understand tbe meaning of "sit," cannot remember how to read 
from one day to the next and may forever say, "I don't got 
no pencil." 
Another is a child who can change mid-thought, from "Good 
morning, Ms. Anderson" to "My brother ran away last night, 
but they found him in Payette." I have One who has been ad-
vanced to second grade after two months in first. She writes 
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brilliant plays, rarely misspells any word, is our computer ex-
pert and worried herself to sickness because she had somehow 
decided that she was not smart if she did not get 1000;0 On every 
assignment. 
One day there was a knock on my door. I was surprised; peo-
ple usually walk right in. As I opened the door I found stand-
ing before me two children and a woman who had obviously 
been through some trauma. They were crying and nervous. 
"I've just shot my husband," the mother said as she pushed 
her son to me. "Be nice to him today." 
W hile sorting through all these differences and difficulties, we teach. We are kind, loving people who serve our 
students. We nurture and we give and give and give until we 
drop. The demands made on teachers would lay by the wayside 
any less strong. Everyone needs us, yet we are cheerful and op-
timistic. We applaud success. We encourage kids to believe they 
can do anything. We take the downtrodden, grumpy and aban-
doned and transform them with our love. We feed the hungry 
and counsel the abused. We challenge the bright. We motivate 
the lazy. We draw out the shy. We soothe the angry. We offer' 
hope. We are a values center. We listen respectfully and de-
mand excellence. And we teach. 
When the school day ends, off we go to correct papers, record 
grades, invite guest speakers, collect equipment, coach, do 
report cards, meet with parents, prepare tests, make copies, 
preview slides, attend faculty meetings, lead after-school clubs, 
check out audio-visual equipment and prepare new lessons. 
If you were employed by an ad agency, would that agency 
tell you to ready six hours of presentations after you worked 
a regular working day? Would they tell you that only presen-
tations would happen between 8 and 5 and that any prepara-
tion for these presentations must happen before or after those 
hours? 
• 
No. Yet every day teachers arc expected to make six hours 
of presentations to people who, by the way. arc not always eager 
to buy the product, 
Then summer layoff comes for all of us - bus drivers, cooks, 
custodiam: and secretane'l. This is the time to scramble fOr work 
because, unlike other seasonal employees, v.e arc Mt eligible 
for unemp!oyment. Last summer I tutored kids ... hleh, by the 
way, 1;. a job too close to the profession, J don't think I was 
truly rested and revived when I returned to work: this past 
September. I also cleaned houses and made more money at that 
than I do teaChing. 
It 1S the lack: of paid preparation time, the outside demands. 
and the knowledge !bar great teaching takes more than eight 
hours that leads to teacher burnout. 
I 'm constantly amazed at my fellow teachers' abilities to pro-tect themselves from this curse, These folks work at making 
time for themselves, b~llse they know that if they're feeling 
down and out, foul moods and resentment are just around the 
comer, Then they're no good for their students. 
Physical exercLse. every day, and a huge dose of laughter, 
something that permeates McCall Elementary School. are two 
of the reasons our staff is so successfuL I must closely monitor 
my mental health and I encourage you to monitor yours. I hope 
that when you ask yourself the question, "Am 1 giving more 
of myself than I can emotionally or physically afford?" your 
answer is "No." 
One particularly wonderful thing about teaching in McCall 
is how interesting the teachers are, They seem to make a con-
scious effort to do and learn and C'Xperience life. One of us lived 
for a year in a "kibbutz," two have taught in Ecuador, one 
has returned from a two~year stint in Germany with the Depart~ 
ment of Defense Schools, one has adopted a baby, one took 
part in an Australian teacher exchange, one is the Teacher in 
erso 
Space designee, two just returned from earning their master's 
degrees, and one has been commissioned to write music to be 
performed and danced to in New York City. Several are 
triathlon champions, one has biked through Ireland, and one 
has spent the las1 three summers studying the Hungarian 
musicologist Kodaly's philosophy, 
It's a sturdy breed that lives in S feet of snow at 30 below 
and must constantly entertain itself, Yet there is a low turnOVer 
because of the support of principals, superintendent and a 
school board who are people-oriented. Our superintendent en-
courages us to take a year off beeause he knows we will come 
back stronger. more op£'IHninded, more knowledgeahle and 
more alive. I encourage all ofus to rake care of ourselvcs first. 
for therein lies the quality we can offer our students. 
To keep petSQnally refreshed 1S hard work, but how do we prevent ourselves from becoming professionally depressed? 
To Jive in a state whose legislatnre introducr:s a bilJ to prevent 
teachers from participating in the political process, lel'wes the 
education funding issue until the last day and threatens to 
reconsider its support of a $343 miUion budget can make even 
the most optimistic of us turn into a pile of ashes. It takes all 
the couTase one can muster to stay within the bonds of an 
unkind system and not go elsewhere. 
The achievements of this year's legislature have given us 
hope. They have taken a step in the right direction and have 
given us reason to stay here and fight for what we believe. I 
applaud you for your efforts. 
One McCall student said. "My mom is going back to 
schooll" Her teacher shared her apparent delight, "That's 
wondelful! Vr'hat will she be studying?" "Well, she's not really 
sure, She wants to set a good job, or be a teacher." 
So what is it that keeps us here11 swear it'snot when 1 hear 
a parent say, "We're going to Portland for two days. Will be 
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miss anything?" If a lawsuit were ever filed against me, it would 
be after that question. 
It'snot when we were coloring our gorgeous, handmade cer-
tificates for McCall's American Education Week banquet. 
Three of us, 11: 15 on a school night, Magic Markers clutched, 
tongues between lips. We had just collapsed from a wild, un-
controllable laughing spree, brought on partly from 
acknowledging the picture we presented - we could just see 
ourselves sitting on the floor, coloring the very cenificates we 
would give ourselves the next day, and partly from the fumes 
of the spray glue supplied us by Gayle Moore, lEA Com-
munications Director. Now we know why our lEA leaders are 
smiling all the time. 
Can you imagine IBM or Standard Oil employees coloring 
their own letters of acknowledgment? We had to beg, borrow 
and steal everything for this banquet - half -dead army green 
candles, mismatched dishes, stained tablecloths, bent 
silverware. 
It's not when during my first year of teaching - sixth grade 
- and I was belted in the lower jaw, full force with a baseball 
bat by one of the largest kids in the class. Today she drives 
semis and I curse her each time I open my mouth in the den-
tist's chair or yawn too widely and my jaw locks open. 
It's not when I look at my arm and recall the sulfur burns 
incurred when a stray rocket, set to go hundreds of feet in the 
air, instead caught on a young boy's thumb and hurtled itself 
hundreds of feet horizontally and lodged itself in my 
collarbone. 
It's not when a direer hit was scored - doorknob to tailbone. 
Bullseye! An orange-sized hematoma, four months on a foam 
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donut, and my tailbone could give you a more accurate weather 
forecast than Channel 7. 
What does keep us in this profession is when we remember the good times, the times we made the difference. Like 
the time when I thought, "My resources are shot. I cannot ex-
plain this any differently or any better than my last eight ways. 
And just then the light bulb goes on and the student says, "Oh, 
yeah. I get it!" 
Or the time a student refused to learn the correct way of 
dividing. He had thrown books and scissors and fits for a week, 
his anger overpowering his good judgment. His way would 
work! Then miraculously on a Monday morning, he quietly 
said to me, "I'm ready to learn how to divide now," and within 
15 minutes he had it and himself under control. 
Or the time a 7-year-old tossed a book in front of me and 
asked, "What does crepuscular mean?" I, in my all-knowing 
way, said, "Why don't we look this up together?" She fairly 
grabbed the dictionary from me in her eagerness to know and 
with some hints about guide words, found the word and its 
meaning. We guessed which predators would be crepuscular 
and generally congratulated ourselves on a job well done. When 
she put her chin in both hands, stared at me with her clear, 
trusting eyes and said, "1 love you!" I knew I was here forever. 
So, on those days when no thank-you is heard and no bands 
celebrate your dedication, remember the times when your 
students have been excited about learning and full of confidence 
and pride in their abilities - for there is no profession more 
honorable, no challenge more noble. 
Idaho teachers, I salute you! D 
Foundation Notes 
1986 Record Year 
for BSU Foundation 
For the Ihird con~el'UII\'C year. contributions 10 tho:: 80ise 
Slate Uni .... enity Foundallon exceeded the $ 1 mi ll ion marl... 
The h."l.:ord 51582,028 in glfls ",a~ a 41)~1t) increase mer 
1985 rigurc~ and kd the \Ioil}' in the most succl.'ssful year in 
the history of the l-oulidaliOIi. 
Other n..-cords sct ill 1986 "' cn: number of donors (I,7J'}) 
and 10Iai aS~l s ($6.2 million), 
Five-Year Comparison 
of Contributiuns 
1985 __ _ 
1981·82 __ _ 
__ .• I.00;.H7 
$667,194 
$278,6H 
Six trustees elected 
AI its annual Iln.-clln" on March 31. the FoundaIion 
elected six new trustees 10 ~rve Ihr~year terms. They arc: 
Bethine C. Church, a BSU a lumna and widow of Senator 
Frank Church; Julie M. Kilgrow, din.:':h>r of the Idaho 
ikparlmcnl of Employmelll; J . hc!dcrid Mack, a BOise 
auorney; Roben F. Ri~. CLU. O"I~l' "mce of North-
western Mutual Life; Catherine F. Stein of SIL'in 
Distribu ting Company; and Charles L. Winder, prcsidl.."l1t 
of the- Winde-r Company in Boise. 
Elected by Ihe board to serve a~ orri1.-cr!> during 1987-88 
are: Tom L. Mal-Gregor, president; Peter L. Hirschburg, 
vice pre-side-nl; J . Cha rles Blanton. secretary; and Asa M . 
Ruyle. treasurer. 
T here are- pres.:nt ly 52 trustees and 1 I directors of the 
BSU Foundation . 
Philipps joins development staff 
Kimberly Philipps has joined the development office 
slaff as assistant director of dc:velopment. effel1ive April I. 
Prior to coming 10 OSU she served a!> public affairs officer 
for the Idaho Siale Board of Education. 
Philipps' primary responsibilities will be in the area of an-
nual giving and spa:ia l project!> for the BSU Foundation. 
t987-88 Alumn' president and Boise teacher Connie Bunch and 
campaign chair Adelia Simplol provide leadership 10 the 
S350.DOO Year ollhe Teacher Campaign. 
Teacher campaign launched 
In l-onJunction .... ith "The: Ye-dr of the: Teacher" celebra-
tion, the BSU Foundalion is sponsoring a campaign 10 
gellerate $350,000 in privale: support for important needs in 
the areas of schoiar!>hips. faculty developmenl, programs 
and equipment. 
Heading th e: l'alllpaign will bc Adelia Garro Simplot. a 
director of the Foundation and chair of the resource com-
minC'(". A $50,000 anonymous gift for scholarships ..... as an· 
nounced .... hen the l'ampaiMn ..... as launched in early spring. 
Contributor'S to The: Year of the Teacher Campaign may 
"'hoose tu make.- gifts in hOllor or me-mory of t .. -achers .... 'ho 
plar1.-d a significant role in their lives. Individuals recog-
nized as ..... dl as their families will be notified of the gifts. 
Honored teachers .... ill appear ill the Foundation's 1987·88 
annual report. 
Thu'>C illten·!'>tl'd in " Ihllnkin" II ceacher" rna) use Ilic 
e:n\clu~ c.-ndu.,.4.'d in Ihi.!! bsut' or FOC'US to reCurn Iheir 
"if! 10 111(' RSU rOllllduliun . 
[kan's Scholl.lrs 
[kpartmcntal Scholarships 
Excellence in Teaching Awards 
Symposium on ExcdleOl:c in Teaching 
Master Scholar!> Prollram 
International Education 
Equipment Need~ 
Goal 
S 50,000 
50,000 
75,000 
50,000 
25,000 
75,000 
25,000 
$]50,000 
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HISTORY Origins end Evcfutitm of Non- in BoIM for electric utilities John Medlin took first piece 
Europeen Crviliz8tiOn. Hfi also managets, in a LctUS 1·2·3 template 
Chat1es Odahl'. article on wro!:e a crltique 01 the book 
EDUCATION 
design oortles1. whICh was 
"Consl.entinlan Coin Moti", in Pofitical Economy of spollsored by Silvllf CraM; 
Ancient Literary Sources" was Regionatism In Africa, Which 
Dean Richard H..-t wes 
Compuler$ of Boise. Medlin's 
published in the NOV1!lrnber was written by S.K.B. Asante. ta;( templates we~ designed 
1986 edltlol"l of the Journal of Buhler's article apfXlared In reappolnted to the Ilve-person for use in his senior-level Prin-
the Rocky Moun/ain Medieval the spring 1981 edition of Committee on Accredilation of ciples of Income Tax class. 
& Renaf$sance As6ociali<m. Journal of Third World the American AsooCiatlon 01 His 1Swminule presentation in 
Odahl is president of 1M Studtes. Colleges for Teacher Educa- the competition was used 10 
association, and presided over A sludy 00 the sett~m$nl lion. Hart has OO$n it memb9'" prepare a ta> return from 
lhe organiUtiOn'$ Mllued 0000- and land use in the Birds of of the oommittoo since 1Q8S, beginning 10 end. Medlin won 
terence Aprill!)..11 al Col- Prey Area was published by The children's book a I'Ie'N Okidata pnnter for his 
Olado COllege, CoIor<ldo the aSU School of $oeial Mi~'$ COI.i1ltf}' ChJb fer first-place finish. 
Springs, where he aloo Sciences and PubliC Affairs in Cats & t::>tNtr Pooms, wtitten Dave Koeppen has writt9n 
chaired a .MHiQn on "MQ(lem Mlmh. Edited by Todd by Norma Sadler, was An8lyzlng 8nd Solving In-
Echoes of Itl$ MedlliWal ShllIIat 4I'Id two otnars, Seltle- publiShed by Ri~/"$tone Press termediate ACCf)<Jflting P~ 
Heritage." ment at the ~ was the of Mendiart bltJms Using Lolus '·2-3 and 
Phoebe LundV represented culmination of a cultural co.ton Fred.rlel!; gave a Analyzing Ilnd Solving In-
Boise Stale at the annual Na- resource survey commf$sioned keynote spooch and eon- fermediste Accovntlng Pro-
tional Conference on Higher by the Boise District of the dueled a two.day workshop on blems U$Jng Super Calc. Both 
Education io Chicago In U_S. Bureau at Land teaching study skills lor bcooks are computer sup-
March. The theme of the 1987 Management. teachers In Ct>os Bay, Ore. plements 10 the widely used 
conierem:e was "Enhancing William Kirtland was nam· Kie50 interroodial& t&1(l. The 
Peno(manca by Taking COMMUNlCA nON ed II. 1986 outslanding alum· text sella 100,000 copies an-
Teaching S&r!ousIy." Lundy nus of Bemldp SlSle Universi- m~ally and IS U$ed by more 
also spoke to the new St HSM't)' Pttmen repres.ented ty. Kirtland was hOl"lOfed at a than 50 percent of all ooIlega 
Luke's Womf:lO'S Llta Center Boise S!ete at the annual Na- special alumni luncheon at the ilCCOOnting deparlments. 
OIl "Reweaving ltIe Tapestry tiona! Cot!~ on Higher MInnesota school. 
of WOmen's Lives." Education in Chicago in COUNSEUNG CENTER PHYSICS 
Pat Ourada was the guest March. Pitman afoo attended 
of ltie Newberry Library of the 58th annual conference of Jim Nlchoh.on hes had his DeweV Dylt&tlll PfOIissnted a 
Chicago at the symposium the Western Speech Com- article "Risk Aacreatlon: A p~er on Sir Isaac Newton at 
"Teaching the Indian in munication Asoociation in Salt Contest for Developing Client the meeting of the American 
American History" at UCLA. Lake Clly where he WO$ Potential" published !n the ASSOCiatIOn of Physics 
Department chairman War. elected delega«Htt.large of JOIJflllJl of CiJu/"I$eIing and Teachef$, Idaho-Utah Section, 
fen Vlnt conducted a 1M legislative usembly for Development The art~le al Weber State Co!lege if' 
workshOp on "ArI1ericMl 1937 and 198&, describes an outdoor advef"!- March" Depertmenl chairman 
Religious Plural!sm and 1m- Department cha«man lure program thal uses rngn.. RQbert Luke and WilHam 
pI!catiOns f()( the Pl.lblic Robert Bonm alld SI.I.l8fIM risk activities to promote an smith also attet\d&d the 
Schools" tOl tM Boise Pubhc McCortde. MarAn Cox, o.wn awareness of the role of nsf( coni'efflnce. 
School DistfiCt. Craner and D«Yid Rayborn in hi!<aUhy adjustment among 
Errol Jottea addrtH:Ised the alSo attend&d tO$ western college students. PSYCHOLOGY 
Boise Ct>mmlttee on Foreign Speech Communication 
RelatiOns on Nicaragua. His Association meetings. Boren ACCOUNTING Wylla a.raneas was awan:J.. 
presetltatioo was entitled presented a paper on Cfeden- ed the second armuQl John 
"Nicaragua.: Perspectives an a Haling secondary $pOOCh DaYfd NIx attended the Camberari Award for her 
Crisis." JOnas aloo wrote a teachers In the NorthweS1, Robert M. Trueblood Seminar outstanding contributions to 
critique of thit bcook "In Max- Rayborn was elected secretary sponsored by tl\(l American the profession of psychOlogy 
!ean pmon$,. The Journal of of the communication aduca· Aeeountlng N;$OC!atkln and in Idaho at Ihe moa1lng of the 
Eduard Harkort, 1832~1834," tion irnertl$t group, and Touche Rosa Foondatioo in Idaho P$yI:lhologieal Associ8-
whleh was translrued and McCorkle and Pilman W(!fe Chicago Foo. 26-28. He- lion in McCaH 10 March. 
edited by Loola E. Blister. ekIc1ed de •• to the presented \0$ paper "Man- Garvin ChastaIn made two 
Jones' article will appear in ~a8Mmbly, datory C<mllnuing Professional presentatkms at ttli} annual 
TheWestem~ McCorfde was also a critic Educafion: A Survey of the meeting of the Western 
Dusttetfy. for lhe W$$t&m Fo~$ic$ State 80ards of Aecountancy PsychOlOgica.! Association in 
Michael ztrfnlky attlill1dOO Aa9ociation programs oral in- Experli9l'"\Ce WIth the Requira- U.mg Beach, calif" ;n April: 
the MldwEIsl Sociology terpretatlon finals end national ment" at the 1981 Midwest "Olrect MeaaUfes or CharactfX 
Asooeiatkm mea!lng In di&clJasiOn contest finals in regional meeting of Ihe MlSlOCaJizatlol1$ with Masked! 
Chicago and WilS a panelist February. A~can Accounting Unmasked Exposures" and 
on the subject of "Fundamen- Boren hM aloo been in- Association. "Target Inclusion in Word 
ta!ism in the Muslim W0I1d." volved ill 9VVfIrai Wl)rkShops Gordon Plrrong, Paula Substrings Determines !den-
Several B$U students and on effectivo and interpersonal BoyU, and Nix participated in I!fication Accuracy." Chastain 
faculty adviser Peter Buhler communications. Groups he tile invnational Workshop on alS(l recently served as a 
participated In the annual Phi has spoken to it'IClude tile Accounting Edtication; A ?fa. special rev!eW$f of 
Alpha Theta Wei¢am Regionaf Boise Potice Departmoot, gram Of Prole$sional Develop- mantlSCripte $ubmitled to 
Conference in SIJ(lktme:. timber seIe9 administrators In merrt for T eaehere of Account· Perceptkm & ~
Wash., in April. Buhler a1110 Redmond, Ore,. and the Ne· ing Feb, 20-21 in san Lak$ and Cam«flan JoumBi cf 
contribUted the ~ "Ill- tiona! AdWtI'tCllld Resource City. The workshOp was -. dis from the Origins of T echooJogy Center In Marana, hosted by the $d~' jour-
CNilimti!)(l to 155 A.O,;' Art, 0111 Accounting InsrruCWt"s' POLmcAL SCIENCE 
"Southeast Asia and Japan to Lau,. Treynowfa aod Sen Report and aponsored by 
1500 A,D.," and "China 1rom Parker rscently conducted a Houghton Mifflin iIlld Co. RfdIard Kinney directed 
1500 to 1914," to the \e;otbQok supervisory sldlls conference publiShers. klatlo Budget Balancers, an 
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evoot conducted in February FINANCIAL AFFAIRS GlhM Malool recently par. CHENIISTRY 
to increasw InMlres1: in and ticipated in l'l OOIJrse on 
oode!'9tandlng of the funding Asa Ruyle h&$ been fa- numer.cal analysis at UCLA. Gary ,...,..., pmsen1ed hiS 
of ldaho's progr$.1l'l$ and set- electoo to a eix-yaar term on 
CONSTRUCTION 
talk on "The Amazing World 
viceS, Parnclpants served on the Greater BOIse Auditorium of the Very Cold" to the 15tn 
Ilva lea1T\$ to develop e Disltict boaro, a position he MANAGEMENT annual Nyssa High School 
budget proposel for fiscal year has held lor the: past 10 years, 
Marrin Gilbert and apPrO"'-
Sci;moe Symposium on Feb. 
1988 dealing with criminal 12, He has presented the talk: 
justice, education, human ser- RADIOlOGIC TECHNOLOGY jrnate}y 20 sb,ldents attended on temperature, energy, and 
llict<s, natUral ((I$(IU!'C$S and the regional confarence of the the effects of very cold 
"","" Tom Kraker will Il$$ume the As$O¢latoo Ganerel Comrav lemperatures on common 
Gregory A. Raymond n8$ pre&idency of Ihe AmefiOan lors student chapter at substances tor Ihe pest eight 
had thl'M erttoles -;lccepled lor Society 01 Radiologic Washington State Universify in years as part of the Visiling: 
publicetlon: ·'C8nada BelW$&n Technologists In June. This early April. Scleniist Program 10 area 
the SI.l~ Conformity YNr'$ presldenl--eiect, Kraker senior high, junior high and 
and Rec1procity In Foreign attended the mid-year mooting SOCIOLOGY, elementary schoots. 
Policy" will appear in The of lhe SOCt6!y'$ board of dirac· ANTHROPOLOGY 
Am(lrican R6IIiew cf Canadi8J1 tors in January ill Albuquer. ANO cruMINAL JUSTIce 
Studies; "Alliance Norms and que, N.M, BIOLOGY 
War" will be Included as a Dick hket' and Mike 81a1n 
chapter in The Theory and both PNlsented paperS at 'the Fe.ntOf'l C. Kehy par-
Prsr;tice of International Refs· ECONOMlCS Pacific Sociological M$OCia- tic1paled in an k1ahc Today 
tlon!i (Pmntioo-Hall); and "Irr tlon conferenca in Eugene, TV Interview on "Aquaculture 
&lJler Cllie$ In an !nterdepan- Chuck Skoro addressoo the cmt. Baker spoke on $ports. Poienija! in Idaho" in Jeoolliry. 
dent World" WIlt be a chapter I.ewls-Clarl'. State Coliege's and cepltallsm while Stain's Richard McCloeQy 
In The Fore/g(l Retations of WOrld Perspe<:tives Lecture presentation was on Ihe con- pratlel1t$d ·'Beginning Earty. 
M(illropolitan ComttwnJ!itHI Serie& at Lewiston In February temporary peace mOV&lTlem. Wildlife Education tor the: For-
{Greenwood Press}_ on "Fomign Inves!rne!""M in SodoIOgy students Sandy Hall mative Years" 10 the Idaho 
Raymond also pfe$S!lled iii idaho. Who, What, Why?" and Byron Keeley also Wildlife FederatIOn meeting in 
research paper on Canadlao presented a paper. which ttiey Bol$&. He wrote the proclama-
ful'aigo policy at the annual ARTS AND: SCIENCES co-aulhored. 00 substance UOIl signed by Gov, Cecil An-
meeting oj tfle Western abuse. drua for Idana Wildlife Week 
As&ociation of SOOiolGgy and Eight member$ of Ihe esu AnttlClny Walth and Jim March 1f>..21. Tha theme of 
Anthf"Ol)Oklgy; and he has faculty have agreed 10 assist CtutslenMn al'$ oot\abOfating the we. was "we Cart! 
been selected as st'! academic the Toothman..Qr\oo EngIneer- on a lex1book on IJ&lng com- About CI9\in Air," and 1~ pn;.. 
$SSOCiate of The Atlanllc ing Company In lis bid to puler programs for statistiCs Jee!. Included dIStributing Bbout 
CoUJlcii Of Ihe United States in $tIC1JI"$ a contract with the Err research, TM book will be Ii- 2,000 teacher's kits tht'Ol,lghout 
Washington, D.C. virOflmental ProtectiOn Agency tied Research Slatlstics rot the the slate. McCiookey and 
for data base msnagement Social Sciences Using SAS graduate .student AIitIon Beck 
ENGLISH servICes on lhe Acid Rein Ef- and SPSSX, presanled a worlc:stwp tor 
fects R$$fi.rch Pl'Qgfam. _rUn Scheffet ls near juniCf $fUJ $(ffilor high $(lhOOl 
James H. Maguire is a con- Mathematicf; professors completion on his book about teachers on ecology and en· 
tributing edilor 10 A Lileraty Robert Juols, John Grlrrln, Boise's SChOOl Atl$Qurce Qt. vlronmentoJ issueS. in 60iSlli In 
History of thft Americ.M Wesl, Mauo Sugtyema, and 6001' Progrem. The boo\<: will "",,,,.,.,, 
published by Teus Christian Sidney Porter; biologtSt be publls/'led by Charles RuseeH J. Centanni aru3 
Univet$ity Pte$$ <md compiled Jarnfl Long; biochert"!\1llry in· ThOltlas Publi$hlng. The ten- Dotty DougIH and students 
by the Western Ulerature structor Robert Ellilll; IatMl! title is Policing from the Fritz Bmwn and Mtke Mor-
ASlliOOiatioo. chemistry profesaor Loren Scfloolt"!oose. limer presented papers at the 
Hekm: LoJe:k has been ap. cartef; and Paul Hatab, data Jane t=or:ak8f.1'hompllOn idahO Acedamy of Sciences 
polmed by tfla National Err cerner a&$OCi$le, nave COIl- was a parttcip6n'lt io the Id&ho !'MEltIng held in Mo6o.XNI, April 
dowment tor Humanities to an tracted wllh tfIe Boise Ilrm. Budget BalanC"$!'$ iornm In 24. Cantanni presenled 
adviSOry group studying the which is one of sev'l!ra! February, "AlOS; An Educational 
rote of the humanities In engineering companies to SUI).. T. Virginia Cu. attended Cllallenga:' Douglas 
public scl"lool$. mit a proposal to 1M EPA. the ccmfm'ence on the presented "Clooel Growth and 
carol A. Martin Nis been Association of SOOial An- Demography Of SItIIx $9l. 
elected se<)ond vice president MATHEMATICS thfopology in Oceania in cnelliana In Relation to its 
of the Women's caucus Of ttie MOnlerey, calit Glacial River Gravel Bar 
Modem y,n:gu"ge Assoeiallon Mary 1(. Jarratt has ae· Chairpersoo Pat Dorman Habitat." BI"(M'f! presenli!!d 
of Amet'ica. She will become cepttld a po$ition With the has conducted a Sllifles 01 '·An Ultrasonic Study of the 
fiNlt vice president in 1968 department beginning in the workstlops m human. rell'l- Crayfish Antenna! Gland Us-
and president in 1989. fall samesteT. She has. com- lions. The 9roL4lS She has lng Mietodlseection and the 
She atso ~ted her ~.de1ed her dOCtOfaie in spoken to include the U.S. S.E.M.," a paper he crr 
paper "The Sensation Herolne numerical anal)'S1$. at Montana Soli Conservation S9fVica and auttiored wtlh fellow student 
and Society: Geotge Eliot's ..... the Cillilan Club. EugttDe Fullf'. Mortimer 
. At!soMely New Ctwtion' " at In May Ott. Kenny will presented "T~ity Testing 
the annual conventiOn of the travel to tM People"s Republic 
HEALTH SCiENCe 
Using Bacteria," a paper co-
lntfm'.lisciplinary 19tn.cqnlury of China with a delegatioo of authored wilh protessor 
Studies Associatlon In San educators in computer science 
JoAnn T, Vahey attended 
_Ryohert. 
Joss, Calif., April g·11, to study that country's current 
Tom TRRky presented a state of oomputer $(lleoce the annual meeting of tM 
workshop on "Seiling tna education. The group's trip, AssOciation for Gerontology In Marcia Wicldow-HQwanl 
Magazine to Your R$$dsrs" at which will last thI'M weeks, Higher Education in Boston presented "Mycormime; The 
the annual Columbia will be under lhe auSj):09$ of March 5-8. Vahey 1$ a lungulHODt connection" aI: the 
ScholU$lic Press Association ttI& Cititens Ambassador Pro- member at ,he l'lceden'lic stan- 15th annual ~ High 
in ~ York. City, March gram 01 People to People dSHiS committee of the School Science Symposium In 
11·14. InlematkmsJ. aS$OOatioo. February. 
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GEOLOGY 
Jack Pelton is one of three 
Idaho professors who recently 
published The GeohydroJogic 
Story of the Eastern Snake 
River Plain and the Idaho Na-
tional Engineering Laboratory. 
Funding for the project was 
provided by EG&G Idaho, Inc. 
through a contract with the 
U.S. Department of Energy. 
Pelion contributed the section 
about regional geologic history 
end earthquake hazards. 
MUSIC 
The newly renovated Cunn-
ingham Memorial Pipe Organ 
at BSU was inaugurated 
March 6 with a recital by 
Donald R. Oakes. 
Lynn Berg performed in a 
Boise Philharmonic and Boise 
Master Chorale combined con-
cert of works by Verdi and 
Brahms in late March. He 
presented a vocal recital at 
Ricks College in February, 
where he was accompanied 
by Del Parkinson. 
Wilber Elliott recenlly serv-
ed as festival conductor for 
the Idaho Choral Festivel and 
c. 
Central Oregon Honor Choir, 
as well as adjudicator for the 
District IV High School Music 
Festival. 
Gerald Schroeder recently 
attended the Northwest Music 
Educators and National Choral 
Directors conventions. 
catherine Elliott has 
recently judged for Portland 
Opera and the District IV High 
School Music Festival. 
Mel Shetton presented a 
conducting clinic for band 
directors at the Northwest 
Music Educators Conference 
in Portland. In March he con-
ducted the North Central 
Oregon Honor Band Clinic, 
and in April, attended the 
Western Montana High School 
Music Festival in Missoula and 
was a judge for the University 
of Navada-Reno Band Con-
test. In May, he will judge the 
Utah State Band Conlest in 
Salt Lake City. 
Madeleine Hau was the 
guest pianist with the Boise 
Philharmonic in late April, per-
forming "Symphony No. 35 in 
D major by Mozart" and 
"Symphonic Variations for 
Piano and Orchestra" by 
Cesar Franck. In January, Hsu 
performed in a concert at the 
Renaissance Academy of the 
Arts in Twin Falls. 
In late Oecember, Hsu met 
with her alumni and students 
for a performance get-together 
at BSU. In February, she 
judged at the Boise Junior 
Festival at the Morrison 
Center. Feb. 26, she perform-
ed in a recital for the 
Washington Music Teachers 
Association at Whitworth Col-
lege, Spokane, and judged at 
the association's festival. 
On April 10, Hsu and 
Parkinson performed works by 
Aaron Copland and C.G. Bratt 
for two pianos at the Idaho 
convention of the National 
Federation of Music Clubs. 
HONORS 
William P. Mech and 
Wallace Kay served as judges 
for recent Academic 
Decathlon competition at 
regional and state levels. 
Mech was the keynote 
speaker for the annual 
meeting of the medical staff 
for the Idaho Elks Rehabilita-
tion Hospital on "What is the 
cf& 
BREAD 
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Desktop 
Publishing 
- bylhe Hour 
Rent time on our Macintosh and 
LaserWriter system. 
kinko's' 
Grut CODIes. Gmt people. 
342-7995 
615 CopH'1 Blvd. 
OPEN nL MIDNIGHT 
We've broughl New York and Los 
Angeles 10 you in Boise. You may 
ask how do you bring New York, 
L05 Angeles or Dallas fO Idaho? You 
bring it in lines of clolhing and in 
the personalized service that you 
can only gel in high fashion show-
places of the world wilh Jines like 
Ernesl, Strauss, Adele Simpson, 
Helga, and our neweslline, 51. John 
Knits. We have the lines and Ihe 
services r hal only Kay' s Fashions can 
give you. We have brought more 
Ihan great fashions to Boise ... we've 
brought you Kay's. Let us serve YOll 
by special appoinlment because we 
Ihink you are special. Call 385-9552 
or come in anytime between 10:00 
and 5:30 Monday through Satur-
day. 
Northgate Center 
7044 West State 
Boise, ID 83703 
SSC?: What it Means to Idaho 
and Medicine." Mech has also 
addressed the Meridian 
Chamber of Commerce and 
given Visiting Scientist talks 
on the SSC. He has been 
chairman of the infra-structure 
and budget subcommittee of 
the ISSC Team, whiCh has 
provided technical support to 
the Department of Commerce 
in its efforts to bring this pr<>-
ject to Ideho, and has repre-
sented the Inter-University 
SSC team. 
ART 
John Takehara conducted a 
two-day workshop/demonstra-
tion in Eugene April 23-24 at 
the invitation of the University 
of Oregon art department. 
His ceramic art piece is 
featured in a recent publica-
tion, 3934 Corbett, com-
memorating the 50th year an-
niversary of Contemporary 
Crafts Association, head-
quertered in Portland. The 
Contemporary Crafts Gallery 
is the oldest crafts gallery in 
the nation. Three solo exhibi-
tions of Takehara's works 
have been featured in the 
gallery. C 
BSU wins 'PIE' awards 
The Partners in Education (PIE) partnership between Boise's 
Maple Grove Elementary. Hillcrest Care Center and the BSU 
College of Education was selected the grand prize winner in the 
Kids Care contest sponsored by Scholastic News. 
Several hundred programs from across the country were sub-
mitted to Scholastic News in the Kids Care competition. The 
judges were Secretary of Educallon William Bennett: Edna 
Merson, president of Elementary School Principals; Paul Shires, 
president of the National Council of Social Studies; and Ann 
Kahn, president of the National PTA. 
Maple Grove fourth-grade teacher Bill Fritz began the foster 
grandparent program with Hillcrest Care Center three years ago. 
Students visit the center's reSidents every Friday. They present 
programs, send cards and make special decorations. 
Maple Grove Elementary received an Apple II computer and 
Hillcrest Care Center received $1,000 for winning the grand 
prize. 
Additionally, BSU's College of Education was awarded the Na-
tional School Public Relations Association'S Golden Achieve-
ment Award for its involvement in the PIE program. BSU has 
partnerships with 28 area schools and businesses. 
PIE was started in 1985 as a pilot program funded by the H.J 
Heinz Corporation Foundation. Each partnership united a Boise 
public school with a Boise business and a department of Boise 
Slate. The program is designed to establish working relation-
ships between school children and adults to enrich the students' 
education. 
Faculty receive awards 
Six faculty members received Year of the Teacher recogni-
tion awards at the first ASBSU Teacher Recognition dinner Feb. 
17. 
Those chosen from student nominations were: Laurel 
Traynowicz, communication; Harry FfI\chman, biology; Richard 
Payne, economcs; Carroll Lambert, early childhood education; 
Faith Peterson , nursing; and Margaret Gourley, child care. 0 
Club formed for athletes 
The Bronco Athletic Association has started a support group 
comprised of former Bronco letter winners. The new VarSity "9" 
Club will keep former athletes informed about 9ronco programs 
as well as provide activities and projects that unite former 
teammates. 
Benefits include a membership plaque, special locker room 
reports, membership in football's 5th Quarter Club and basket-
ball"s Pavilion Club. 
The BAA is now trying to locate former Bronco athletes to in-
form them about the new club. Letter winners from any sport 
interested in receiving more information about the "9" Club 
should contact the BAA office at 385-3556. CJ 
19605 
Or. Gary L. Bennett (60. 
AA). deputy director of Ihe 
DiviSion of Special Applica-
tions for the U.S. Dept of 
Energy, has been awarded 
recognilion for his manage· 
ment 01 the production 01 
power supplies and heater 
units lor the Galilee and 
Ulysses space missions and 
his contributions to the na-
1I0n's space power program. 
He was also recognized for 
his work as a member and ad-
viser to the U S. delegations 
to the United Nations Commit-
tee on the Peaceful Uses 01 
Outer Space. 
19705 
Maj. Frank H. Olander, Jr. 
(79 , Public Admin. MPA) has 
completed the command and 
general staff officer course for 
reserve componenls at the 
U.S Army Command and 
General Staff College. Fort 
Leavenworth , Kan. 
Jim Correia ('78 Accoun-
ling, BSA) will serve as the 
controller With the Meridian 
School Dislrict. eventually 
assuming Ihe poslllon of clerk 
with Ihe SChool board 
Marine Capt. Michael Ban-
ning ("79, BS) recently com· 
pleted a six·month deployment 
to the Onent. 
Patrick J. Sullivan (79. 
Marketing. SA) has been 
named executive a.ssistant 
for Idaho with Sen. James 
McClure. Sullivan has worked 
for McClure as a professional 
staff member for the past SIX 
years. 
Mark Winkle ("75, 
Chemistry. as) received Ihe 
1985 Otto Haas Award from 
Rohm and Haas, where he is 
a senior scientiSI and COOf-
dinator of the company's elec-
trochemical photodeposition 
proJect. The award recognized 
Winkle's work In Ihe develop· 
menl of a novel liquid ernul· 
sian photoresisl for the rapid 
fabrication 01 circuit boards. 
19805 
Antonia M. Shalz ('86, 
Pyschology. as) is a recipient 
01 the VIvian CrOZier Memorial 
Nursing Scholarship at Idaho 
State University 
David Thornton ('86. 
Psychology. SS) IS currently 
altendlng Armor Ofhcer BaSIC 
Course in Ft. Knox Ky He 
Will report lor duly at Ft. 
Hood. Tex. thiS coming June. 
Azhar Bin Abdul Latif ("86. 
Accountmg. BSA) IS enrolled 
in graduate school al SSU 
working loward an MBA in 
accounting. 
2nd Lt. Greg Metzgar ("86. 
Pol. SCI.. BA) IS altendlng the 
Infantry Ofhcers BaSIC Course 
at Fort Benning. Ga He Will 
report to the 101 sl Airborne 
Division at Fort Campbell. Ky 
in August. 
Kelly Merritt ("85. P.E., BS) 
is working toward a master's 
degree In exerCise physiology 
al the University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln 
Brian Bready ("86. Con-
struction Mgm\.. BS) has been 
accepted Into Texas A&M 
graduate SChool thiS coming 
fell. 
Shannon Gronz ("66, Com-
mumcallon. SA) IS attending 
Arllona Slate University on a 
full academic scholarship. 
working loward an MA degree 
In communication 
Hapsah Bt Mohd. Yusofl 
("B6. Finance. BBAI is attend-
ing graduate SChool al Na-
tional Umverslty In San Diego, 
working toward an MBA in 
Financial Management 
Treva Hunt ("81 , P.E .. BS) 
has graduated from the U.S. 
Air Force jet angmEl meChanic 
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3 graduates advance 
Dr. David l. Crowder (BJC '63) has been appointed director 
of the idaho State Historical Society. 
An American Falls native. he has taught history at Ricks Col-
lege, Rexburg. for the past 22 years. He received his master's 
degree at Idaho State and his doctorate In history in the 
American West from the University 01 Ulah. He has wrilten live 
books about Idaho and Its historical ligures, 
Crowder will assume the directorship on May 31. 
Julie Erb (AdvertiSing Design 79) was recently promoted to 
publications manager of the Phoenix & Valley of the Sun Con· 
ven1ion and Visitors Bureau. She was a graphics designer at 
BSU and Hewlett-Packard prior to her 1985 move to Phoenix. 
She IS currently responSible for the coordination, assistant 
editing and art direction 01 publk:ations Ihat support the bureau's 
programs. 
Mike Dolton (Criminal Justice '80) was named eKccutive direc-
tor of the TWin Cities Development Foundation in Scottsbluff. 
Neb. He previously served as dIrector 01 the Twin Falls Chamber 
of Commerce. Dolion also was the BSU Alumni Association 's 
regional coordinator in the Magic Valley prior to his move 10 
Nebraska. 
Past bands reunite 
Former BJC and BOise State band members Will be honored 
at a reunion Sept. 4·5, highlighted by the debut 01 the new BSU 
Kellh Stein Blue Thunder Marching Band. 
A band alumni section will be reserved at the Broncos vs. 
Delaware Stale game Sept. 5, and former band members will 
mingle with those in Ihe new band at a reception. 
Highlighting Ihe band get-together will be a special alumni 
band playing at a barbaque and also at the game. according 
to Dyke Nally, Alumni Associailon director 
The new marching band was launched in 1986 WIth a $250,000 
donation from Keith and Catherine Stein, Boise. It will feature 
between 100-120 members. 
Fund-raising for the band has also been conducted by the 
Alumni Association and the BSU Foundation. 
Those interested in attending the band alumni reunion should 
COntact the BSU Alumni Office. (208) 385·1959. 
Calling all teachers 
A reunion of BJC/Boise State education graduates and other 
alumni who have been involved with leaching is planned Oct. 
23-24 in conjunClion with Homecoming to celebrate the Boise 
State "Year 01 the Teacher." 
Activities planned by the Alumni Association lor the reunion 
will include the Broncos 'IS. Idaho State University football game, 
a concert/dance, and the annual " World's Largest Tailgate 
Par1y." 
A symposium on "Teaching: The Essential Profession" will 
be conducted Oct. 22 and 23 at the univerSity to analyze the 
teaching profession's current status and ways to improve it. 
"The Year of the Teacher" at BSU IS dedicated to encourage 
the brightest to enter the leaching profession and 10 recognize 
the besl who have." according to coordinator J Patrick Bieter. 
Those Interested in more Information about the reuniOn should 
contacfthe BSU Alumni Office, (206) 385-1959 
'0 
Teacher of Year 
makes the grade 
By Larry Burke 
M 
eCall-Donnelly second grade teacher Sue Ander· 
son has the approval of some very important 
people in her life, 
"She gets an S +" chimed students Leah Rosselli, 
Katie Pittenger, Nicolle Jones and Emily Ryberg when 
asked how they would grade their teacher. 
Their glowing evaluallon wasn't without its caveat. 
"When she gets kinda mad, I'd give her an S-," added 
Nicolle with the typical blunt honesty of a second-grader. 
But those students aren', the only ones with high marks 
for their teacher. last fall Anderson, a 1973 BSU graduate, 
received another approval rating . . . more like a super 
S+ + +. 
She was named Idaho's Teacher of the Year, the most 
outstanding among some 10,000 in the state, in an an· 
nual program sponsored by the CounCil of Chief State 
School Officers, Encyclopaedia Britannica, and Good 
Housekeeping magazine. 
Why her? 
Perhaps it's because, as her principal John Wall ex-
plains, she is as enthusiastic today as she was when she 
landed her first teaching job at McCall·Donnelly Elemen· 
tary t3 years ago. 
The challenge and variety of leaching keeps her 
motivated . 
"I like the Challenge of finding a way to attack a piece 
of informalion and make it available to B-year-olds. Can 
I make the light bulb go on - will some say ' I got that?' 
When they do, it makes all the struggle worthwhile," she 
says. 
One story she likes to tell 10 illustrate the Ihrill of 
teaching is aboul a student's reaction when she sudden-
coursl' al Chanute Air FmcI' 
Base, III. 
JOhn Lieb(>nthal (,86, 
Muslc/Busmess) is employed 
as the CommUnications Coor-
dinator for Nortt1em Engmeel' 
ing and Testing In BOise 
Chrlatopher McCurdy ("85. 
M) has amved for duly With 
the 299th SUpPOrt Ballalion in 
West Germany. 
DaI. J . H .. noehrl ("86, 
Social Work, SSW) has been 
hired as II counselor for Voca-
lIonal RehabllltallOn In 
Orofino 
C,I.UnII Poote ('86. Theatre 
Ans, SA) is wortong tor the 
legislature and doing voice 
production wor\( for II local 
productIOn company 
Mary Cumin ("86. LPN) is 
working at the Elk's Rehabili-
tation Hospital 
Brende Jo Ctlll •• (,B6, Ac· 
counllnglCIS, SeA) IS wonung 
for Touche Ross and Com· 
pany lrt Boise 
Nancy Mctntosh ("86, 
English , SA) Is working part-
time as a consuttantlwnter for 
Morrison-Knudsen In Protect 
Development. 
Kriaty Whitaker (,86, Math , 
BS) IS a computer program-
mer at Micron Technology in 
Bo'se 
Angell K. Child ("86, 
Comm .. SAl IS work,ng In a 
sales management position 
With Lawry's and LIpton Corp 
Her husband Curt Child ('86, 
Accounhng) Is an auditor With 
Peal, Marwick and t.Uchell 
They reSide In los Angeles 
Harry Holbert ('86. Real 
Estate. BBA) IS an appraiser 
With Ihe Ada County 
Assessors offICe. 
Kim Kol.nder ('815. 
Marketing, SBA) is a rnearch 
associate With the Economic 
Iy discovered the intricacies 01 long division. 
"She leaped oul 01 her chair. grabbed her besl friend 
and jump-danced around the room. She had worked at 
il for so long, and it finally came. I'll always remember thai 
image in my mind," she said. 
The key to successful teaching, she says, is to know 
the students, and let them know you. 
"The first thing I do is really get to know them, .. and 
I expect them to know me. Then I feel confident in their 
mutual respect. Then I can get on their cases if they aren', 
learning. I can coerce them, I can coax them, t can de· 
mand from them all that learning you just know is in there 
, . , I can just draw it out. 
"But first of all, it comes from a mutual respect," she 
explains. 
Anderson is motivated to do the best she can because 
she knows she makes a difference in the lives she 
touches. 
"I see them come in without confidence or the spark 
to learn," she said. "Ilell them Ihey can be anyth ing they 
want to be. I tell them. 'You are smart. you are beautiful. 
you are witty, you can solve problems.' Pretty soon they 
start 10 believe it." 
Good teachers are also good learners, she says. That 
is why she has continued her education, including one 
summer spent at the Sorbonne in Paris. 
She is also deeply involved in her community. raising 
funds for a space exploration section in the McCall library, 
serving as coach in the Special Olympics, playing in the 
McCall orchestra, organizing Women in Crisis programs, 
teaching winter survival skilts, or heading a citywide 
cleanup campaign. 
Anderson, who graduated from Wood River High School 
in Hailey, knew she wanted to be a teacher atter working 
with emotionally disturbed children as a 13-year-old. 
But were it not for the intervention of BSU education 
professor John Jensen, she may have abandoned those 
plans at the last minute. Her first exposure to student 
teaching was less than satisfactory, and she was ready 
10 give it up when Jensen stepped in and convinced her 
10 keep trying. 
Research Oepanment at 
Albertson's In BOise 
Vicki Rogen; ('86, 
Marketing, BA) .s a sales 
representative fOf Proctor & 
Gamble In ee"ver. She works 
in the package soap and 
detergent dlVISIOO 
Stephen Banick ('86 MBA) 
is entering the " Master's of 
Health Systems" program at 
Georgia Tech in Atlanta. He Is 
on a one·year internship 
program, 
Mary COl[ ('85. Markellng/ 
Mid·Mgml.) is working for 
KCIX and KSGR as an ac· 
count executive. 
Weddings 
Karen Odell ('64, BBA) aM 
Christopher ManS/leld, Feb 
14. 
Ann Brown ('85, Elem Ed .• 
MA) and Ron Rowan, March 
21 
lorl SWinson (,64, Bus. 
Ed .. BBA) and Eric OSlensen, 
Jan 31. 
Jlme. R. Newell (,85, 
Finance, BBA) and Andrea 
MansLgh. Jan. 17 
Scott Riebe r8J, Info. Sci . 
BBA) and Melissa Sherrill, 
Jan. t7. 
Jennifer Gerhlt~ ('86, 
English, BA) and Mark DaVIS. 
March 14 
L.orl Preltel ('86. Manage-
ment. BBA) and Joe Schram, 
Apfll 10 
WUliam Junlill ('85. P.E., 
Sec. Ed" BS) and Renee Mar-
cum, April 25. 
Bruce Dellwyer ('8J, 
Resp Therapy. as) and 
AOnda Thomas. Jan. 3 
Connie Robbins ('86. Child 
Care, AAS) and Brandee 
Gormley. Sept 6. 
\ 
Sue Anderson In her classroom. 
"I thought, all this training and t blew it - this isn't for 
me. If John Jensen hadn't come to my rescue, I wouldn'l 
be here," Anderson recalled , 
Thirteen years after that incident, some 300 students 
have been touched by Idaho's current Teacher of the 
Year. Some are now in their mid·20s and still keep in 
touch. 
In one recentleller, a former student wrote: "You may 
be the Teacher of the Year for Idaho. but you are the 
teacher of a lifetime for me," 
That, in a single eloquent sentence, sums up why Sue 
Anderson loves being a teacher. [j 
John H. Emery ('8S. Con-
structIon Mgml. BS) .... as mar· 
ried December 21 to Nola Bar· 
row. He is working for 
Morrlson·Knudsen In Dallas, 
Texas 
Deaths 
Vlol.t J, Obench.ln ('55, 
Educallon) died February 18 
She was a subslitute teacher 
in the Boise school system lor 
several years, later retiring to 
travel extensively. 
R,C, "Bob" Spencer ('79) 
died February 16 He was a 
partner in Reynold-Spencer 
Accounting and comptroller for 
Terrell, Inc. of B~S& He was 
appointed to the Meridian 
Plannmg and ZOlllng Commis· 
slon and became chairman 01 
the commission In 1982. 
Ch.rlon. A. TwUeg.f, 44. 
('71, LPN) died January 21 
5he wori!.ed for 5t Luke's 
Regional Medical Cenler In 
Boise and Mercy Medical 
Center in Nampa. retlnng In 
'98 ' 
Dewlfd "De_y" 
Fredricks. 59. ('76, Social 
Work) died January 5. After 
receiving his degree. he was a 
restauraleur lor several years, 
Allcl. JasIO. 27, ('84, Bil -
ingual Education, BA) died 
February 19. She began 
teaching flrst·grade at Van 
Buren Elementary School in 
Caldwell In 1984, working 
there unlll her death She was 
working on her masler's 
degree 1M bilingual eduation at 
the lime of her death, 
Dorothy J. Holbrook, 51 , 
('BO, Special Educallon, BA) 
died December 24 ShE' laught 
III Ihe Payette School DIstrict 
untIl she resigned In 1984 due 
to Illness _] 
51 
Heidrun Toomey, Eileen K. E. Boylan, Margaret H.lewls, 
Brenda J. Hollingsworth. Karen Aleunder Erbland, Michael Scott Oavis. 
They are Ihe best of the bunch, the cream 01 the crop - the 
Top Ten. Every spring Ihe BSU Alumni Association honors 10 
seniors lor their academic excellence The students then name 
the BSU faculty members who were most influenl;al In their 
development. As always, this year's Top Ten was a cross sec· 
tion of the BSU student body. 
Anne E. Boylan , Boise. is a senior psychOlogy major. She 
received a psycholOgy depanment schOlarship for 1986, and duro 
ing the faU of 1986 served an internship at Ihe Veterans Ad· 
ministration Moolcal Center. She has been named to the 1986 
edition of Who 's Who Among Students in American Colleges 
and Universities. She was a 1982 graduate 01 Borah High 
School , Boise. 
Honored faculty member: Mark Snow, professor of 
psychology. 
Michael Scott Dayis, Boise, is a senior communication mao 
jor and was the recipient of the Communication Faculty Scholar-
ship for 1986-87. He is currently working at the Idaho State 
Library Division lor the Blind and Physically Handicapped as an 
audio techniCian prodUCing and duplicating books on cassettes. 
During spring samesler 1985, he attended the Studies Abroad 
program In Guadalajara, Mexico. 
Honored !acully members: Harvey C. Pitman and Laurel 
Traynowlcz, both associate professors of communication. 
Karen Alexander Erbland, Boise, is a senior English/secon· 
dary education major. She has been awarded both Erl9liSh 
depar1ment and Ada Hatch SCholarships. Currenlly. she is a tutOf 
al the BSU Writing Center. She has been named to the dean's 
list with highest honors during all of her semesters at BoISe State. 
Honored facutty member: Drlek Zirinsky, associate professor 
of English. 
8renda J. Hollingsworth is a senior accounting major. She 
was a 1983 graduate of Borah High School. She has been 
named 10 the dean's list for several semesters. 
Honored facully member: Susan Betes, special1eclurer in 
accounting. 
Douglas Johnson is a senior quantitative management ma-
jor. For the past six years, he has been a production supervisor 
at Hewlett-Packard. He was a 1980 graduate of Rimrock High 
" 
School, Grand View. 
Honored faculty member: Roy Grenn, associale professor of 
management. 
Andrew King, Caldwell. is a senior accounting major. He has 
been the recipient of Ihe William H. & Gladys E. Langroise 
Scholarship. A Notus High School graduate. he has received 
highest honors on Ihe dean 's lisl lor the past five semesters. 
Honored faculty member: Richard D. Payne, professor of 
economics. 
Margaret H, Lewis, Boisa, IS a senior criminal justice malor. 
She Is currently employed by Six States Distributors. and from 
1985-86 worked as an intern with Boise Crime Stoppers, where 
she received a seryice recognition award. She has received 
university and criminal justice scholarships, and has been named 
to the dean 's list lor every semester, with higheS! honors for four 
semesters. She was a 1983 graduate of Borah High School. 
Honored faculty member; Jane Foraker-Thompson, 
associate professor of criminal justice administration. 
Janice Joslin Patton, Boise, is a senior accounting major 
employed in the Hewlett-Packard accounting depanment. A 
Borah High School graduate, she has been awarded highest 
honors on the dean 's lisl. 
Honored faculty member: Susan Bates, special lecturer in 
accounting. 
Heidrun Toomey, Boise, is a senior social science/secondary 
education major. A student representat ive on the BSU Cur-
riculum Committee from 1985-87, she has also seNed as an of-
ficial at BSU track meets since 1982. She received her GED from 
the BSU Adult Learning Center in 1980. 
Honored faculty member: Helen Lojek, assistant professor 
of English. 
Eileen K, Wright, Boise, is a senior marketing major. A 1982 
graduate of Meridian High School , where she was valedictorian 
and student body president, she is currently wortong in marketing 
and training for Valli Information Systems, and is also a Nautilus 
and aerobic instructor lor Courthouse, Inc. She has been the 
recipient of Club Alumni, Zonta. and lang raise scholarships. 
Honored faculty member: William Mech, honors program 
director. 0 
A coach's 
calling 
Is it training 
or teaching? 
By Bob Evancho 
B
obby Dye. Skip Hall and Boise 
Slate's olher coaches most 
assuredly were hired to win 
athletic contests. BUI this isn't 
about win-loss records. NIT bids or league 
championships-it's about teaching. Ac-
tually, it's about BSU coaches and 
teaching. 
In keeping with the university's "Year 
of the Teacher" tribute and this FOCUS 
edition's theme, we asked four DSU 
coaches if they considered themselves 
teachers: should coaches receive more 
recognition for their contributions to 
education? 
Well, spend some time with these folks 
and you'll know the answer. To 
paraphrase their collective reply, "Hey, 
we're talking college here-thc educa· 
tional experience. the shaping of 
character. A disproportionatt amount of 
our success and fai lure may be measured 
in wins and losses, but we are teachers in 
every sense of the word." 
These coaches don't deny that college 
spans' image has been sullied by a seem-
ingly endless now of public disclosures of 
\'arious improprieties. They also know 
thai this win-at-all-costs mentality has 
pressured too many coaches into losing 
sight of what's important. These trans-
gressions notwithstam.ling, they believe 
coaching at the college level is teaching. 
"I don't think you can separate the 
two," said Ed Jacoby, nsu's veteran 
track coach. "I think of myself as a coach, 
but I think of myself even more as n 
teacher. " 
Said Hall , BSU's new football coach, 
"I believe a great coach has to be a great 
teacher. To me, the concept of coaching 
is a little misleading. To be effective as a 
coach you first have to be effective as a 
teacher. " 
"I think teaching is terribly important 
in what we do," said Dye, Ihe men's 
basketball coach. "[ think of myself as a 
coach, but I also think leaching is critical 
BSU trick coach Ed Jacoby with shot-putter Ted Lindsley. 
to our success. Successful coaching, I 
think, is teaching on as high a plane as 
there is." 
A coach's commitment to his or her players goes much deeper than the 
typica l student-teacher relat ionship, 
Jacoby points out. "The difference is your 
total involvement-psychologically, emo-
tionally and physically, " he said. "These 
relationships are personal and intimate. 
These kids come (0 you with questions 
about everything. 
"And I think that part of the reason 
that a coach's relationship is more in-
volvtd than a teacher's is because of Ihe 
lime involved. You're working with this 
person fo r fou r years on a daily basis. 
When that period is over, you usually have 
played an important and integral role in 
that person's life." 
Gymnastics Coach Jackie Carringer 
agrees. "A math professor, for example, 
will have interaction with his Siudents, but 
it's usually about math, about academic 
decisions," she said. "Whereas with my 
athlttes we deal with the entire scope-
their living situations, boyfriends, family 
problems. There is a multitude of issues 
you come across when you deal with these 
young women and usually the coach is the 
one they turn to. 
"A coach wears many hats and any time 
you impart knowledge to a group of in-
dividuals or one individual you' re in a 
sense teaching. We are not only respon-
sible for the athletic training of these 
students, but we also affect their personal 
development because we spend a greal 
deal of time with them. Hopefully, they'll 
respect you for the way you li\'e. and your 
phi losophies and beliefs. We're teachers 
Photo by Chuck Scheer 
in the gym. but we're teachers outside the 
gym also-teachers of life." 
T heir classrooms are the Pavilion basketball noot and Bronec Stadium; 
their leaching materials include pommel 
horses, javelins and shoulder pads. But 
these coaches believe their players are 
deriving much more than physical strength 
and skill from these lessons. The team· 
work and disciplint being taught can go 
far beyond the athletic arena. 
"I think athletes have the opportunity 
to learn tven mort than what is taught in 
the classroom," Dye said. '" think 
athletics can teach a youngster some values 
that he can use later on in life that are ter-
ribly important. In everything we do we're 
going 10 meet a ctrtain amount of success 
and failure, and it's very important to 
learn how to deal with both. I think 
athletics exposes us to that. It's an educa-
tion that they can put to usc at a later 
time." 
Hall: "If it's just a matter of winnin(! 
and losing, then we're missing the target. 
Striving 10 win is what's important. We 
lell our players that doing their best is 
more important than being the best. The 
game enables them to gain confidence in 
facing challenges; it prepares them for 
challenges they're going to face later in 
life. I think we can leach them some things 
they can't learn in the classroom. We can 
provide them with an education they're 
not going to read in a book." 
Perhaps Jacoby put it bcst. "My feel-
ing is that I want to take a young person 
and make him as good as he can possibly 
be," he said. "We're not as concerned 
with ..... inning track meets as we are with 
the overall development of Ihe individual. 
To me, that's teaching." 0 
" 
Them that can does; them that can' t teaches 
By John H. Keiser, President 
Boise State University 
I
n spite of that 3I1i(ude, so prevalent in America and so 
close to the surface in Idaho. I can', remember when I 
didn't want to be a teacher. To illustrate the lack of self-
confidence among some teachers, I was told morc than once 
as a student to gel teaching credentials in C~ nothing beller 
presented i~lr. Education courses wcre known as "the mat-
tress curriculum," i.e., something to fall back on. In an in-
formation age, an era where education is critical to the suc-
cess of nations as well as to individuals, it is amazing how 
many people still regard teachers as a collection of Ichabod 
Cranes and frustrated old maids. Even those willing to 
expend a liule more tax money on education arc secretly 
pleased not to be part of the teaching profession. 
That irritating negativism so obvious to potential and to 
practicing teachers was one reason Boise State designated 
1987 as the "Year of the Teacher," But anyone who can't 
ignore that cynical chorus shouldn't be a teacher anyway. 
And we wanted those courageous enough to speak out firmly 
against it to know they had allies. 
More important, we wanted to emphasize that teaching 
was a noble, essential profession in American hiswry and 
is even more critical to its future, We wanted to not only 
create opportunities to express appreciation for jobs well 
done, but also to discuss ways of being mo~ effective, more 
useful. 
It was a pleasure for me to spend last summer examining 
the works of Ernest Hemingway to find strong reinforce-
ment for the characteristics of craft. creativity. commitment. 
and civility which I attributed to great teachers in a fall 
speech. And it has been an even greater pleasure to par-
ticipate in a number of the activities where effective teaching 
and learning have been discussed with an eye to the twenty-
first century. 
54 
Like many others who have taken the Year of the Teacher 
seriously, I have recalled the best leaching I have experienced 
and created an ideal teacher in my mind - and one I would 
hope to become. A truly great teacher must be a scholar. 
one who knows as much precise. verified information about 
his topic as possible. Yet I have known fine scholars who 
could not teach. A great teacher must also be commiued 
to research. to discovering new information and testing and 
retesting hypotheses. But many of us have known re-
sea rchers who were inept teachers. A grt'at teacher must 
publish or otherwise share his creativity in a literate, elo-
quent fashion. Not all productive writers and anists are good 
teachers, however. I'm not sure Hemingway would have 
been a great teacher, 
I have concluded that my ideal teacher is in important 
ways a scholar, researcher. and publisher who combines 
those traits with overwhelming concern and caring for peo-
ple, for students. 1 am convinced it was the teacher who 
reached. out, who understood and helped when it was need-
ed, who took the trouble to know and appreciate me, who 
prevented me from becoming an unemployed coal miner or 
an occasionally employed steelworker today. It takes so lit-
tle erfort to know that 18~year-old freshmen, for example, 
may well experience a crisis about Thanksgiving time. It 
could be homesickness. a Dear John letter, uneJI:pected.ly low 
mid-term grades, or a personal challenge of a deeper sort. 
The great leacher, one with a dozen books who speaks six 
languages and does cuning edge research on computers, 
recognizes (hat a lillie lime invested at this point may save 
a career - a life. 
There are many teachers on the Boise State University 
campus. in the Boise School District, and throughout 
America who approach this ideal. They have every reason 
to be proud of their profession. its past and its future. I for 
one am proud to be associated with them during the Year 
of the Teacher and any other time. 0 

Eric DeBord stretched 
his pennies 6000 miles. 
Alumni Offlu 
Boise State University 
19'0 University DrIve 
Bo\se, Idaho 83725 
Krl !l21-L 101 
Eric's always been a saver. And 
a dreamer. Around Payette, he 
mowed lawns, ran errands and 
bagged groceries. And put his 
money into big glass jars. 
When he was eleven, he put 
the money into a savings account 
at Idaho First. which pays a 
whole Jot more interest than glass 
jars. 
And he kept saving. Nobody 
knew what for. 
BSU LI BR ARY 
Then, seven years later, he 
sprang a Mother's Day surprise. 
He gave his parents a dream 
vacation In Hawaii, all expenses 
paid out of his savings. 
You'd be surprised how far 
your savings can 
go at Idaho First. f 
Bring us your t~1iPI 
dreams. I 
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